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Abstract

Pricing Models for Customers in Active Houses with
Load Management

Niclas Jonsson & Tommie Lindkvist

In the new residential area, called Stockholm Royal Seaport (SRS), the customers will
be living in Active Houses with Load Management. This implies that some balancing of
the grid is shifted from the production to the consumption. To give the customer
incentives to participate in the Load Management, new more dynamic pricing models
needs to be implemented. At the same time, profits for the investors are needed to
motivate an implementation of similar residential areas. To achieve this, an analysis of
the electricity markets and an implementation of dynamic pricing models in a
MATLAB simulation are done. A proposed trading profit for the investors and
possible cost reductions for customers have been derived from the modelling. The
results show that the difference in costs between utilized and unutilized Load
Management are small, only considering the dynamic pricing models, therefore
compliments to these are discussed. The conclusion is therefore that the energy for
the manageable loads should be charged separately. Another important conclusion is
that a change of the Spotmarket is needed in order to create a more beneficial
market for retailers with flexible customers.
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Sammanfattning 

I den nya stadsdelen, Norra Djurgårdsstaden, ska kunderna bo i aktiva hus med laststyrda 

vitvaror. På så vis flyttas en del balanskraft från produktionen till konsumtionen. För att 

kunderna ska få incitament till att delta i laststyrningen krävs nya, mer dynamiska, pristariffer. 

Samtidigt behöver investerarna hitta möjliga förtjänster för att motivera ett införande av 

liknande stadsdelar. Detta har gjorts genom en analys av elmarknaden och en implementering 

av dynamiska prismodeller i en konsumtionssimulering i MATLAB. En föreslagen trading-

förtjänst för investerarna samt möjliga kostnadsreduceringar för kunder har utvärderats utifrån 

modelleringen. Resultaten visar att med endast de dynamiska prismodellerna blir 

kostnadsskillnaden liten mellan de som utnyttjar laststyrningen och de som inte gör det, varför 

komplement till dessa diskuterats. Slutsatsen blir därför att den laststyrda elen bör debiteras 

enligt separat modell. En ytterligare slutsats är att spotmarknaden bör förändras för att skapa 

en gynnsam marknad för återförsäljare med flexibla kunder. 
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Acronyms 

CHP Combined Heat and Power 

CPP Critical Peak Pricing 

DER Distributed Energy Resources 

DR Demand Response 

EI Energy Markets Inspectorate (Energimarknadsinspektionen) 

ERGEG European Regulators' Group for Electricity and Gas 

FERC  Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission 

LM Load Management 

PEV Plug-in Electric Vehicle 

PVs Photovoltaics 

RM Regulation Market 

RTP Real Time Pricing 

SCB Statistics Sweden (Statistiska centralbyrån) 

SRS Stockholm Royal Seaport 

SvK Svenska Kraftnät 

ToU Time of Use Pricing 

TP Trading Party 

TSO Transmission System Operator 

VAT Value Added Tax 
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Parameters Used in the Program 

 

Battery Level Represents the energy level in the batteries for every hour. 

Consumption Data Data from consumption in apartments. Varies if a weekday or 

holiday is considered. For extreme day the weekday data is used. 

Elbas Price Differ depending on which type of day (weekday, holiday or 

extreme day) and month used in the simulation. The Elbas price is 

based on average data over Elbas prices for every hour during 

2009. 

Grid Consumption Represents the consumption from the local grid for the whole 

Active House. 

New Consumption Represents the new consumption patterns assuming LM. 

New PEV Load The new load pattern for the 40 charging stations assuming half of 

the load during the evening can be spread during night. 

PEV Data The load for 40 charging stations based on data from an estate with 

one charging station in Stockholm. This parameter is independent 

of type of day and month. 

Price Represents the price for customers and is based upon the Spotprice 

and whether RTP or ToU is used. 

Solar Data Energy produced by a PV system with a 27 kWp during 2009. The 

data varies depending on which month chosen. 

Spotprice Differ depending on which type of day (weekday, holiday or 

extreme day) and month used in the simulation. The Spotprice is 

based on data from 2009. 

Tolerance A price level over which customers starts to move load. 
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1 Introduction 

Electricity has had a major impact on the development of our society and today it is hard to 

imagine a life without it. People are becoming more and more aware of the environment and 

our impact on the greenhouse effect at the same time as the energy consumption continues to 

increase. This has led to an increase in the demand of renewable energy sources. Many of 

these energy sources such as wind, wave and solar power are much harder to predict 

compared to the conventional. Because of the large variation in power consumption the 

renewable energy sources are unable to fully replace the conventional. One idea to solve the 

regulation problem is by using Smart Grids that are able to have a two-way communication 

between consumer and producer. This gives an opportunity for load management (LM) where 

the idea is to change the consumption pattern on the demand side rather than always have 

excess to capacity on the production side.  

A new residential area is about to be built called Stockholm Royal Seaport (SRS). The energy 

solution is to implement photovoltaics (PVs) on the estates. The houses will also be provided 

with batteries to store the self-produced power and a Smart Grid will be implemented, giving 

the customers the opportunity for LM. The Smart Grid concept includes that there is a 

possibility to manage the load of the customers white goods, i.e. the system can decide when 

the white goods should be run to get a desirable consumption pattern. The residential will also 

be customized to manage charging of plug-in electric vehicles (PEV). 

One of the challenges for the retailer is to give the customers the right incentives to make 

them adjust their consumption of electricity. This thesis studies different payment models to 

develop a model suited for the customers to give them the right incentives. 
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2 Purpose 

The SRS residential area is a great opportunity for research considering environmental 

solutions for construction as well as Active Houses using a Smart Grid. One aspect to 

minimize CO2-emissions is to apply small scale renewable energy sources such as PVs and 

wind power. To enable an increased usage of these irregular power sources, the consumers 

have to become a more active part of balancing the power. To make this possible an active 

load control system will be implemented so that loads such as white goods can be controlled 

to avoid high power load peaks. 

For the customers to approve this control system, a significant challenge is to motivate them 

in order to adjust their consumption of electricity. Therefore a pricing model that gives 

incentives for the customers to make these adjustments has to be developed. 

This thesis investigates how such a pricing model shall be designed to give a desirable 

consumption pattern and at the same time investigate if the involved parties will get a payback 

on their investments, i.e. create a system that either creates economic value or increase 

efficiency for the society. This is done by a literature study and interviews that form a 

foundation for a simulation done in MATLAB. The purpose with this simulation is to be able 

to compare different types of pricing models and visualise the change in profit, for both the 

retailer and the customers, due to a change of one or a few parameters. By doing this the aim 

is to highlight certain factors and conditions that might need to change in order for such a 

system to be economical and sustainable over time. 
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3 Background 

3.1 The Nordic Electricity Market 

The Nordic Electricity market is composed by a physical and a financial part. The common 

Nordic electricity trading floor, called Nord Pool, and bilateral contracts forms the 

marketplace for the Swedish electricity market.  

The main actors on the electricity market are1: 

The electricity producer is the one that produces the electricity and transfer the energy to the 

grid at some point. Traditionally this is done by large scale production sites such as nuclear 

power plants and hydro power plants.  

The grid owner is the one that offers the physical marketplace for the electricity and also is 

responsible for the transport of the electricity from the producer to the consumer. The grid is 

divided into three parts: main grid, regional grid and local grid. To be able to be a grid owner 

certain permission to build and operate a high voltage electric grid is needed. The main grid in 

Sweden is owned by Svenska Kraftnät (SvK) which coordinates the electricity market through 

the physical transport of the electric energy and make sure that the one responsible for 

balancing the grid fulfils their commitment. SvK is therefore the transmission system operator 

(TSO) in Sweden. The regional grid distributes the energy from the main grid to the local grid 

and to some large consumers, i.e. industries. Finally the local grid distributes the electricity to 

the consumers in a certain region. 

The electricity consumers are those who at some output of the grid take the energy out and 

use it. The electricity consumer and the grid owner have a contract which allows the 

consumer to use the grid and pays to get the electricity delivered. By paying a certain grid fee, 

the consumer gets access to all electricity producers connected to Nord Pool.  

The electricity supplier buys the electricity from the Nord Pool and then sells it to the 

consumer. An electricity supplier can have many different roles; they could be suppliers, 

traders and/or be responsible for the physical power regulation, these ones are called balance 

                                                 

1 (Svenska Elmarknadshandboken, 2010-07-08) 
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responsible. During this thesis all the roles a supplier can have will be of importance, 

therefore it has been decided that they should be called Trading Party (TP). A TP is a wider 

concept and can act as an aggregator who aggregate Active House customers which implies 

supplying them with energy and trading them into balance. SvK controls that the balance 

responsible fulfils the power-regulation they have committed to.  

There are two different ways for the electricity suppliers to sell the electric energy: 

• By the physical electricity delivered which can be read from the electricity meter, this 
is called actual consumption or take & pay. 

• By a predefined quantity of electric energy which is unaffected by the real 
consumption and is hence called fixed power. 

The retailer can sell the electricity on a free market open for all competitors and without any 

control of the price. The price is an agreement between buyer and seller and not public if not 

chosen to be by either of the two. Since the suppliers have some additional functions during 

this thesis, not only supply energy, they are called a trading party (TP). 

According to Swedish law every output from the grid has to have someone responsible for the 

power regulation. This helps the TSO (SvK) to be able to control the power regulation. There 

also has to be someone responsible at every input to the grid, to make sure that the production 

is at the desired level. 

3.1.1 The Physical Market 

The physical market consists of the two electricity markets called Elspot and Elbas which are 

day-ahead and hour-ahead markets respectively. The purpose of these markets is to give the 

electricity suppliers a chance to buy as much energy that will be used. There is also an 

opportunity to settle bilateral contracts between actors on the market. It is however only a 

small part of the whole market so this will not be taken into account during this thesis. In 

addition the goal is to achieve a more transparent market where all power trading goes 

through Nord Pool.2 This because that the bilateral contracts also affects the price on Nord 

Pool since less energy is available for sale. 

                                                 

2 (Ström, 2010) 
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The fact that electrical energy has to be used at the same second as it is produced implies a 

more real time regulation. Since Elspot and Elbas closes before the time of use and 

unpredicted events may occur just before the time of delivery, there has to be ways to ensure 

the regulation. On the Market of Balance and the Regulation Market (RM) the actors can buy 

themselves into a power balance. In addition to these markets, contracts for the so called 

Power Reserve are established to ensure sufficient supply during the most critical hours of the 

year.  

3.1.1.1 The Spotmarket 

Elspot is a marketplace for power delivered during the next 24-hour period. 

The system price on Elspot is determined by looking at the demand curve in compare to the 

supply curve for different volumes. Every producer and every supplier have to make their bids 

for the next day before noon. The bids consist of the amount of energy that the TP would like 

to buy, or the producer would like to sell, if the price is in a specific interval. 

The two curves are then an aggregation of all the bids from producers and suppliers 

respectively. The system price is then set to be the price in the intersection between the two 

curves, an example is shown in Figure 3-1. This is done for every hour of the upcoming 24-

hour period at 12:00 CET the day before and the prices are then presented at 13:00 CET.3 

                                                 

3 (ÅF-Energi & Miljö AB, 2004) 
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Figure 3-1: An example of how the system price for one specific hour is determined by taking the intersection between 

the supply and demand curves respectively. 4 

Since all the bids are made before the price is set, they cannot have any connection to each 

other. The actors are therefore unable to buy more energy on Hour 2 if the price is set high at 

Hour 1. 

Each type of energy have different amount of variable costs and capacity, this is what is 

underpinning which sales bid that is made. These bids form a “price ladder” like the one that 

is shown in Figure 3-2. This shows in a more detailed way how the sales curve is made up. 

                                                 

4 (Nord Pool Spot AS, 2010) 
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Figure 3-2: Variable costs for each type of energy, a more detailed version of the sales curve in Figure 3-1. (CHP is 

short for Combined Heat and Power) 

Simplified it could be stated that the system price corresponds to the variable cost of the most 

expensive type of energy that meets the demand. This is easier to understand if a purchase 

curve like the one in Figure 3-1 is added to Figure 3-2. 

In addition to the hourly bids it is possible to make so called block bids. These bids make it 

possible for the participants to aggregate three or more hours into blocks where they want to 

sell or buy energy if the price is at a specified desired level. The sales blocks are accepted if 

the average Elspot system price is lower than the bid price and the purchase blocks are 

accepted if the average Elspot system price is higher than the bid price. The block bids are 

useful if the cost of starting and stopping power production is high. 

3.1.1.2 The Elbas Market 

Elbas is a market for hourly adjustments that continues to one hour prior to delivery. This 

gives an opportunity for the actors on the electricity market to adjust their balance with 
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physical contracts closer to the time of use and Elbas is therefore an important complement to 

Elspot.5 

The important times and the relationship between Elspot and Elbas are presented in Figure 

3-3.

 

Figure 3-3: A schematic figure showing the relationship between Elspot and Elbas. Important times are: 12:00 the last 

bid has to be made on Elspot, 13:00 the system price (blue bar) is set and 14:00 the green bar expends and bids can be 

made for day two.   

The prices on Elbas are determined by bids in terms of amount of power in MWh and price in 

Euro for a specific hour at least one hour ahead. The hour-contracts for the next day is 

possible from 14:00 CET the day before.6 Since the bidding on one hour goes on for 10 

(upcoming midnight) to 35 (midnight the day after) hours, the bids for one specific hour could 

vary depending on which hour the bid was made, see Figure 3-4.  

                                                 

5 (ÅF-Energi & Miljö AB, 2004) 

6 (Nord Pool Spot AS, 2010) 
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Figure 3-4: Two different Elbas prices for the same hours where it is shown that the same hour may have a different 

price level. The blue bars correspond to the present day and the red to the day after.  

The minimum amount of power for a contract is 1 MWh and the minimum price interval is 

0.1 €. Since all contracts on Elbas are bids it implies that there has to be someone willing to 

accept it and Elbas is therefore a pay as bid market.7 

3.1.1.3 The Markets of Balance 

The balance responsible is responsible of its own balance up to the time of delivery. If 

unpredicted events occur and Elspot has closed, they can trade themselves in balance until the 

hour before usage at Elbas. When the hour of consumption has begun the balance regulation 

is taken care of by the TSO.  

3.1.1.4 The Regulation Market 

The RM consists of two different types of regulation, Primary Regulation and Secondary 

Regulation.  

The Primary Regulation is an automatic up or down regulation that is completely activated 

within 30 seconds. This regulation exists to continuously adjust the physical balance between 

production and consumption, i.e. keep the desired frequency in the grid. This is done by 

                                                 

7 (Gåverud, 2008) 
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providing turbines, on certain generating stations, with regulators designed just for this 

purpose. 

The Secondary Regulation can be activated when the Primary Regulation does not cover the 

need for adjustment of the physical balance. The Secondary Regulation is manual and done by 

a Balance Object that adjusts their production or consumption. One requirement that has to be 

fulfilled by a Balance Object is that the called off regulation bids should be activated within 

15 minutes. The up or down regulation bids are made by the Balance Objects to the TSO and 

must be at least 10 MW. The bids are called off in price order and are accepted when needed 

by the TSO. An example of a price ladder for regulation is shown in Figure 3-5. 

 

Figure 3-5: Price ladder for regulation bids 

3.1.1.5 The Power Reserve 

According to Swedish law SvK are responsible to set up contracts for a reserve of up to 2000 

MW for the most critical times.8 Included in these 2000 MW are both a reduction in 

consumption performed by large consumers (industries) and a temporary increase in 

production. The idea with the Power Reserve is to avoid expensive investment for rarely used 

                                                 

8 (Svenska Kraftnät, 2010) 
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power sources e.g. gas turbines. Since the 19th of January 2009 the Swedish Power Reserve is 

available at Elspot.9  

According to a proposal from the Swedish Energy Markets Inspectorate10 the Power Reserve 

is to be gradually decreased from summer 2011 and by 2019/2020 be completely handled by a 

more flexible energy usage from customers. This will imply a further development of the 

electricity market with installation of intelligent meters able to measure consumption by hour 

and new adapted pricing models.11  

3.1.2 The Financial Market 

The financial market includes trading with electricity certificates and derivates with electricity 

as the trading ware.12 Derivates includes exchange of futures and forwards as well as options. 

The financial contracts can be set in up to four years ahead in time. The purpose with the 

financial market is to make more price secure contracts to control the risks or to make money 

on speculations. For utilities where electricity is a large part of their total cost, it is important 

to secure this cost to be able to settle a budget. The financial market also includes the trading 

with certificate of emissions and other electricity certificates.  

3.1.2.1 Electricity Certificates 

From the 1st of May 200313 a special certificate concerning renewable energy production was 

introduced with the purpose to stimulate an expansion of renewable energy sources.  

The idea is that the energy produced from renewable sources should have a higher value in 

excess of the physical value, as shown in Figure 3-6 below. The certificate acts as a proof that 

the energy is renewable and therefore receives a certain value. The producer can then sell the 

physical energy and the certificate and thus get paid a higher price. The energy and the 

certificate are not connected to each other and can be treated as two separate products that do 

                                                 

9 (Svenska Kraftnät, 2010) 

10 Energimarknadsinspektionen, EI. 

11 (4C Strategies AB, Ekeblom Konsult AB, 2010) 

12 (Finansinspektionen, 2005) 

13 (Svenska Elmarknadshandboken, 2010-07-08) 
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not need to be sold to the same purchaser. The certificate can be given for solar power, wind 

power, some hydroelectric plants, some biomass fuel, geothermal power, wave power and 

peat in combined power and heating plant.14 

 

Figure 3-6: The idea with electricity certificate15 

3.1.3 Time Aspects of the Markets 

This section aims to explain the connection between the physical and financial market in 

terms of time, for a fully understanding of the purpose of these markets. Figure 3-7 below 

represents a timeline that reaches four years back in time. The financial market, with its 

forwards and futures to secure the Spotprice, has been made during the period starting four 

years ago and that ended the day before use. This is also the time where the physical market in 

terms of Elspot opens which goes on for a 24-hour period and closes the day before. But the 

physical market is still open since this is the time when Elbas opens. When it is only one hour 

to the time of delivery and Elbas closes, the electricity retailer have no longer the opportunity 

to buy themselves in balance and the TSO takes over the responsibility, i.e. the RM opens.  

                                                 

14 (Energimyndigheten, 2010) 

15 (Svenska Elmarknadshandboken, 2010-07-08) 
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Figure 3-7: Time aspects of the electricity markets 

3.2 Today’s Pricing 

Today there are several different electricity products for customers’ invoice to be made upon. 

In common for all of these are that the price is independent of the time the energy is used and 

the difference is just for how long the price of the energy are constant. The shortest period 

used today, called variable price, is one month which means that the price changes every 

month. The price for the customer is mainly determined by three things; Market risks, Risk 

premiums and Sales margin. The Market risks are mainly depending on the system price on 

Elspot but also on which market area the customer is living in.  

Today Sweden is considered as one area and therefore having the same Spotprice but is in 

November 2011 to be divided into four parts with different area prices.16 The Risk premiums 

are supposed to cover all other risks (not considering the market). These risks are related to 

the difference in consumption for example for the difference in day and night profile. There is 

also a risk for the TP to be out of balance and therefore have to be an actor on RM where the 

energy often is expensive. Finally, the Sales margin, is supposed to cover any additional cost 

as for example all administrative costs and on top of this a profit for the TP. The pricing 

principal is presented in Figure 3-8. 

                                                 

16 (Lillo, 2010) 
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Figure 3-8: The pricing principal 

Since the variable (monthly shifting) price is the most frequently changed pricing model today 

and therefore the most season dependent, it is used to compare the alternatives for new pricing 

models during this thesis. 

3.3 Different types of Pricing  

There are mainly two sorts of pricing, fixed pricing and dynamic pricing. Fixed pricing 

corresponds to a fixed price independent on when the energy is used. The level of the fixed 

price is set for a specific time period, for example one month. Dynamic pricing is an umbrella 

term for retail prices for energy that has variable price on different time periods. Three 

versions of dynamic pricing are described below. 

3.3.1 Real Time Pricing 

With Real Time Pricing (RTP) the price for the used energy is set for every hour of the day. 

The name, Real Time, can therefore be a bit misleading since the price is not set in real time. 

The Price curve could be set a day or an hour ahead and can therefore for example follow the 

Spotprice, see Figure 3-9.  
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Figure 3-9: An example of RTP for one day 

It would, if it follows the Spotprice, be presented for the customers 11 hours in advance for 

the upcoming day, i.e. the price is set 13:00 and concern 00:00 to 23:59 the next day. 

3.3.2 Time of Use Pricing 

Time of Use pricing (ToU) implies that the prices is set in advance and is changed normally 

about two to three times a year. It could also be possible to change the price levels more often, 

like each day to achieve a more dynamic pricing. With a more dynamic type of ToU it could 

be more updated and therefore be more transparent to the Spotprice. It could for example 

contain of three different price levels on one day, where it is low on night and higher on the 

peak load hours during the day. Figure 3-10 shows an example of this. 

  

 

Figure 3-10: An example of ToU pricing for one day 
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3.3.3 Critical Peak Pricing 

Critical peak pricing (CPP) is when the prices are becoming dramatically higher when there 

are specific peaks in energy consumption or when the production capacity is low. The price 

raise could be announced a day or a week ahead for example. The CPP could be a 

complement to other dynamic pricings such as ToU, see Figure 3-11.  

 

 

Figure 3-11: An example of CPP (combined with ToU) for one day 

 

3.4 Demand Response 

The fundamentals of demand response (DR) are that a change in price leads to a change in 

usage.  

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) defines DR as: 

“Changes in electric usage by end-use customers from their normal consumption patterns in 

response to changes in the price of electricity over time, or to incentive payments designed to 

induce lower electricity use at times of high wholesale market prices or when system 

reliability is jeopardized.” 17 

An important economical term when discussing DR is elasticity, which describes the 

customers’ response to price changes. Two different types of elasticity is defined; cross-priced 

                                                 

17 (FERC) 
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and own-price elasticity. In the case of electricity cross-priced elasticity describes the 

willingness to shift load from peak hours to off-peak hours in response to price changes, 

without changing the total consumption. The own-price elasticity on the other hand represents 

the willingness to change the total consumption due to price changes. This means that a 

particular increase of price will lead to a particular reduce in consumption. Beneath in 

Equation 1 and Equation 2 the definitions of the two elasticities are presented. 
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   (2) 

In this thesis the cross-priced elasticity is the taken into account. 

3.5 Smart Grids 

Two definitions of Smart Grids, one from the European Regulators' Group for Electricity and 

Gas (ERGEG) and the other from the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) are 

presented below;  

ERGEG: 

“Smart Grid is an electricity network that can cost-efficiently Integrate the behaviour and 

actions of all users connected to it – generators, consumer and those that do both – in order 

to ensure economically efficient, sustainable power system with low losses and high levels of 

quality and security of supply and safety.”18 

IEC: 

“Smart Grid, intelligent grid, active grid: Electric power network that utilizes two-way 

communication and control technologies, distributed computing and associated sensors, 

including equipment installed on the premises of network users”19 

As unpredictable renewable energy sources are introduced, it becomes more necessary to 

streamline the electricity grids and the way people consume their electricity. This will open up 

                                                 

18 (The European Regulators' Group for Electricity and Gas, 2009) 

19 (International Electrotechnical Comission) 
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for the opportunity to make the consumption to follow the assets instead of the traditionally 

way to balance with a change in production. Using Smart Grids will therefore give the 

opportunity to introduce more renewable energy sources and as a result lower the CO2-

emissions and help to fulfil the environmental goals20. 

Smart Grids do not only concern the grid but also smart (or intelligent) metering of the power 

as well as a two-way communication between customers and distributers. This enables 

decentralized power generation so customers could be both energy producers and consumers, 

so called prosumers. In the residential area SRS the residents have PVs on the estates which 

therefore make them prosumers. 

One way to make it easier and help the customers to change their electricity consumption is to 

have LM. This helps the customers to reduce their electricity costs by consuming the 

electricity in times of the day when the overall consumption is low or when the asset of 

energy is high. LM is further described below. 

To make the customers aware of their consumption and give them incentives to change it, is 

also of great interest. This could be done by different price incentives, for example RTP or 

ToU. To make the customers more involved and interested in their consumption a display in 

their homes should be installed. This display will visualize the consumption and the price for 

the present day. 

3.5.1 Load Management 

The usual way of balancing the supply and demand of electricity is to regulate the generating 

source. There are however another alternative, using LM. LM is the process of balancing the 

supply of electricity on the grid by adjusting or controlling the load rather than the 

production.21 It is assumed that the washing machine, instead of just being started is given an 

end time by the user and then the LM system can optimize, with respect to supply and price, 

when the machine should be started. If many customers have this option for some of their 

white goods the total consumption peaks can be reduced. To not inflict too much with the 

customers convenience an override function is available.  

                                                 

20 According to 20-20-20-goals (KOM(2007)) 

21 (Wikipedia, Load Management, 2010) 
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3.5.1.1 Load shifting and Peak shaving 

The consumption can be changed mainly in two ways. Either the energy can be used at 

another time, load shifting, or be reduced, peak shaving, see Figure 3-12.  

 

Figure 3-12: Examples of load shifting and peak shaving22 

Load shifting means that the customer reacts on the price and move their consumption from 

hours with high price to hours when the price is more beneficial. A possible scenario can be 

that the customers run the dishwasher during night instead of directly after the dinner when 

the price is at its highest. Peak shaving means that another type of change in the consumption 

behaviour is done because of increased awareness of the price. It could for example appear 

that if the price is above some tolerance level, the customer would turn off the lighting to save 

money. 

3.5.2 Implementation of Smart Grids in the Stockholm Royal Seaport 

The residential area of SRS will consist of about 80 apartments. The estates will be so called 

Active Houses. The active part of the Active House consists of LM, PVs on the roofs and 

parking lots with the ability to charge a PEV. For the PVs to be able to operate and generate 

as much energy as possible, even during times when consumption is low, every estate will 

also have batteries for storage of electricity. The batteries will also act as an important part of 

the LM. 

                                                 

22 (Wall, 2010) 
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A Smart Grid with intelligent meters and some sort of visualization over consumption and 

price will be installed. With the intelligent meters implemented the customers will have the 

ability to take control over their consumption and hence their costs. To make this possible, 

both economical as well as environmental incentives have to be presented to the customers.  
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4 Analysis of Background 

4.1 Pricing models 

The three different pricing models described in the Background are once again described in 

this section but now with the focus on how they will be treated during this thesis. It can be 

useful to have in mind that the pricing models are only models of how the customers are 

charged not when. So even if, for example a RTP based model is used, the customers are not 

charged in real time but only for the energy used on a more real time basis. Independent of 

pricing model it is reasonable that the customers get a monthly invoice. 

4.1.1 Real Time Pricing  

RTP will be following the Spotprice and is therefore presented to the customers when the 

Spotprice is set, i.e. once every day. This gives the customers different price for every hour of 

the upcoming day. The customers are charged proportionally to the amount of energy used 

during a specific hour with the corresponding price for that hour. In addition to this a 

supplement charge or sales margin is added. The sales margin can be chosen differently; 

either to a constant amount added to the price or as a percentage of the price. With a RTP like 

this the cost for the customers directly follows the price that the electricity retailer paid for the 

energy on the Spotmarket. In this thesis the sales margin is set to 60 % since this gives a 

monthly cost at the same level as the variable pricing used today. 

4.1.2 Time of Use Pricing  

By using a ToU that changes every day even a more static form of pricing like this can have 

good transparency to the Spotmarket. To try to shift as much load as possible from the 

consumption peaks, there are three price levels; one low level during night, one mid level 

during non-peak hours of the day and finally a high level during peaks. Therefore the 

customers are charged according to the time of day they use the energy. The price levels are 

set as in Equation 3-5, 

���� !�" � #$%&$'()��
�    (3) 

���� *�� � #$%&$'()��
� + 1.5    (4) 

���� /��	 � #$%&$'()��
0 + 2    (5) 
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4.1.3 Critical Peak Pricing  

The fundamental idea of CPP is that an extremely high price is set when there is a critical 

peak in consumption, i.e. a critical hour, which gives customers a strong economic incentive 

to move their consumption from the critical hours. The price peak is only set when a really 

critical hour occurs, which may not be the case every day since this will reduce the effect of 

it. The CPP can therefore work as a supplement to RTP and ToU by using it as a penalty for 

customers not changing the consumption due to the high price. 

If it is assumed that a critical peak will occur during the next day, and the price is changed 

thereafter, a message could be sent to the customer notifying them about the price peak. This 

may also give the CPP an extra effect. 

CPP is not included in the modelling since it is thought of as a supplement for RTP and ToU. 

4.2 Financing 

Since the TP and other actors need to make investments when implementing a Smart Grid, 

there has to be some additional revenues or reduced costs to give the involved actors 

incentives to implement the system. As mentioned a Smart Grid can reduce the greenhouse 

gas emissions and therefore be beneficial for the environment. This is however hard to put in 

an economical perspective but it is for obvious reasons of great interest that projects like these 

can be economically beneficial for profit driven utilities.  

There are several ways to achieve these revenues, one way is to trade the load managed 

electricity on Elbas, and the other way is to form a pricing model that gives an income for the 

TP and at the same time benefit the customers.  

4.2.1 Trading on the Electricity Markets 

The fact that Smart Grids in general and LM in particular gives the opportunity to move 

energy from peak load hours where prices are high to hours with lower price, gives the 

electricity suppliers an opportunity to make a profit. The profit can be made either by buying 

less energy on expensive hours (Spot Change Case) or by trading energy on Elbas (Trading 

Case).  
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4.2.1.1 The Spot Change Case 

If the TPs are able to make their bids so that they buy less energy during expensive hours and 

more during inexpensive hours the price on Elspot would be affected, see Figure 4-1.  

 

Figure 4-1: The price effect on Elspot when the LM gives a change in demand with price on the y-axis and time as the 

x-axis. 

This price-effect is presumably most notable when the prices are at its highest level, assuming 

this is where the supply is at its lowest level. This corresponds to the derivative of the sales 

curve in Figure 3-1, when it is a lack of supply the system price will be determined far to the 

right on the sale curve and the price will here vary a lot with small changes in volumes. 

The electricity supplier would then be able to lower their costs for the bought energy, and if 

the income remains the same, make a profit.  

But for the suppliers to make this profit (i.e. keep the same income) they have to maintain the 

same price for sold energy, which implies that the price for the customers still have to be set 

as if they would not have changed their demand during peak load hours. Today it is 

impossible to know this price since it is set after every bid has been made. With a Spotmarket 

formed as today, the Spot Change Case would lead to a more flat system price. This is not 

compatible with a pricing model that gives customers incentives to adjust their consumption 

pattern. Since it has to be assumed that the price in one way or another depends on the 

Spotprice on an hourly basis.  

This will not be an effect of the implementation of Smart Grids in small districts such as SRS. 

But in the future if larger areas have this opportunity, it could be a possible effect.  

The Spot Change Case is further discussed in the analysis in Section 7. 
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4.2.1.2 The Trading Case 

The second possibility to make profits is by trading energy on Elbas or the RM. In this case 

the consumption patterns are assumed not to be changed when the bids on Elspot is made. 

Instead the energy trading begins when the Spotmarket is closed, i.e. when Elbas opens. If the 

energy moved from peak load hours can be sold either on Elbas at a higher price than it has 

been purchased on Elspot, a profit can be made. It though has to be taken into account that the 

energy has to be used at some hour and therefore bought back on Elbas for the new 

consumption hour. This idea is shown in Figure 4-2 below. 

 

Figure 4-2: The principle of the Trading Case. The energy moved from t1 to t2 gives an income from the sold energy 

on Elbas, but it also needs to be bought back on Elbas. 

Assuming that the price paid by customers follows the Spotprice the price of the energy that 

has to be bought back on Elbas (dark blue in Figure 4-2) will affect the profit in a negative 

way. The profit per MWh for the Trading Case is described in Equation 6, assuming the 

trading is made only on Elbas, 

2'%3(&�
4 56&7,59 � : + 62'()�;<=
4 6&79 > #$%&$'()� 6&79 ? 2'()���4���� 6&59 >

2'()�;<=
4 6&59 9       (6) 

where E represents the moved energy. 

The first term is the income from the sold energy on Elbas at time t1 and the second term 

comes from the already bought energy on Elspot at t1. The third term represents the price that 
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the customers pay for the energy moved to t2 and the last term corresponds to the cost of the 

energy that needs to be bought on Elbas for this hour.  

There are other rules for the RM than the Elbas market, the RM is not a market for 

speculations and the trading are therefore only considered to be done on Elbas. Possible 

revenues from the RM are further discussed in the Analysis below but not treated in the 

model. This means that it is only the Trading Case with trading on the Elbas market that is 

considered in the modelling. 

4.2.2 Higher fixed fees 

Another way for the TPs to get a payback for their investments is to form a pricing model 

with a high fixed fee. The fixed fee can then act as a rental for the equipment that has been 

installed. By arranging it in such a way it will not matter if the customer moves and then is 

replaced by a new one. If a pricing model with high fixed fee is to be implemented, the price 

for the used energy can be low at inexpensive hours and therefore give the customers an 

opportunity to save money on used energy if they behave as desired.   
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5 Limitations and Assumptions 

This project is limited by the fact that the actual consumption is the only thing taken into 

account. Other essential factors to enable a change in electricity usage are assumed to work in 

a desirable way.  

Therefore following assumptions has been made 

• The visualisation presented to the customers is assumed to be informative and easy to 

understand so all information that is needed are understood by the customers. This is 

an important part for the customers to be able to embrace the economic incentives and 

thereafter change their consumption pattern. 

• Measurements are assumed to be done in every apartment for every manageable load 

and for the rest of the consumption separately. It is also assumed that the 

measurements are done in such a way that it can be pointed out if the energy comes 

from the batteries, from the PVs or from the local grid. In addition to these it is also 

assumed that the energy level in the batteries is known all the time.  

• All communication and controlling in the system is assumed to be reliable. 

As mentioned in the introduction the apartments will have access to parking lots where it is 

possible to charge a PEV.  

For a customer to change the energy consumption other factors than economical incentives 

are of importance. For example the ability to be able to contribute to a better environment, 

since they can lower their CO2-emissions, can be motivating. It has been assumed that the 

economical incentives combined with the other factors are enough to make the 80 apartments 

to move almost 200kWh/day. The LM from the 80 apartments is assumed to contribute with 

86 kWh and the batteries with 108 kWh.23 In the Analysis it will be discussed if this is a 

reasonable assumption; i.e. it is assumed that the incentives are sufficient for a desirable move 

of load and then analyzed if the incentives are enough for such an assumption to be made. 

                                                 

23 (ABB, 2010) 
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5.1 Assumptions regarding the modelling in MATLAB 

The assumption has been made (according to the Trading Case) that energy has been bought 

on the Spotmarket as if no LM were to be expected, this meaning that energy has been bought 

to perfectly match the consumption data. When the new consumption has been determined 

and therefore also the energy coming from the local grid, any energy exceeding the old 

consumption is assumed to be bought to the average Elbas price for that hour. Similarly the 

energy that falls below what has been bought on Elspot is assumed to be sold to the average 

Elbas price for the hour in concern. The average Elbas price is used since the assumption has 

been made that in the long term no TP is significantly better to trade on Elbas than any other. 

It is assumed that the consumption is not reduced and that the load only is shifted from one 

hour to another, i.e. neither reduction of the consumption or shaving of the consumption peaks 

is done. This is assumed since it is only a consumption curve from an average customer that is 

studied which can be seen as if the reduction and shaving has already been made. So the sum 

of the consumption during one day is the same for the consumption data and the new 

consumption pattern.  

The new consumption that the LM creates has two different kinds of movable loads, one that 

can be moved freely over the whole day and one that can be moved only one or two hours 

forward. 

The energy used for charging the PEVs is based on data from one charging pole which have 

been scaled up to the desired level with 40 poles.24 It is assumed that half of the energy used 

for charging PEVs during the evening can be spread equally during night and early morning. 

This is assumed since it seems reasonable that the vehicles are parked and connected to the 

charging pole during night but not during day since the drivers are assumed to use their 

vehicles when driving to and from work. 

Two alternatives are considered concerning what function the batteries can fulfil. The first 

alternative is to make the consumption curve as flat as possible and the second is when the 

batteries make the profit for the TP as high as possible. 

                                                 

24 This data is not public and will teherfore not be presented in the report  
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In the first alternative the main goal is to flatten the consumption curve as much as possible. 

This is done by calculating a desired consumption level which will be used as a reference 

level to aim at in every time step. If the consumption is under the reference level the batteries 

will be charged, if they are not full already, and if the consumption is over the reference level 

the batteries will be discharged, if they are not empty already. 

In the second case the batteries are simply charged during the cheapest Elbas hours in the 

night and discharged during the most expensive Elbas hours at daytime. 

The two cases could be handled in many different ways that may be better and more 

complicated, but in this modelling it is done in a pretty simple way so that a reasonable effect 

of the two cases is obtained.  

The batteries in the two houses, with 80 apartments, are assumed to be able to store 108 kWh 

and have an output effect of 26 kW. The batteries are assumed to be able to be charged with 

30 kW which implies that the maximum energy to be put in the batteries during one hour is 30 

kWh.  

For the calculations regarding the PVs the module area is assumed to be about 200 m2 and 

therefore the total production would be about 12 000 kWh per year.25 

To be able to calculate profits for the different parts in the Active House some assumptions 

have to be made regarding the cost and income. The idea is to define the profits as the 

difference between if the equipment was or was not available. As an example if the PVs 

would not exist, the energy that would have been produced by them would instead have to 

been bought from the Spotmarket. So the profit for the PVs is therefore defined as the cost 

reduction they contribute to.  

If the energy from the PVs are stored in the batteries and sold at a later time to a higher price 

it can be pointed out that the profit for the PVs should increase but this is considered as a 

profit for the batteries, since this would not have been possible without them. The cost for 

charging the batteries is valued to the Spotprice for the hours of charging. Note that this not 

implies that the energy charging the batteries are assumed to be bought on Elspot, it is only 

the price on Elspot that is assumed to best represent the value of the energy. If an hour of 

                                                 

25 (Widén, Wäckelgård, Paatero, & Lund, 2010) 
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charging leads to higher grid consumption than predicted (i.e. grid consumption is higher than 

the consumption data) the difference would be bought on Elbas to the average Elbas price for 

that hour. Therefore the profits and incomes from the components are only estimations to be 

able to calculate the payback times for them. For a correct income for example the batteries it 

would be necessary to investigate how much of the energy charging the batteries bought on 

Elspot and Elbas respectively. Similarly for an accurate cost calculation for the batteries the 

amount sold on Elbas and the amount sold to customers for customers’ price would be 

necessary. This deflection is however taken care of when the profit for the whole Active 

House is calculated.  

The Value Added Tax (VAT) is set to be 25 % and the energy tax is set to 28 €/MWh26 since 

these numbers are used today in the Stockholm area.27 

5.1.1 Summary of assumption 

Below follows a list with a summary of the key assumptions for the MATLAB-program: 

• The estate will consist of 80 apartments with an average annual consumption of about 

4300 kWh per apartment. 

• The sum of the consumption data before and after the LM is the same, so the program 

is only considering load shifting not load shaving or load reduction. 

• The PVs are assumed to be owned by the TP and the energy produced by them will 

hence not affect the customers’ consumption pattern. 

• The load shifted by customers are divided in two categories: 

o Easy shifting which can be spread over the whole day 

o Hard shifting which can be moved only one or two hours forward in time 

• It is assumed that half of the total load regarding the PEVs can be moved from the 

evening to the night and early morning.  

                                                 

26  The energy tax is in fact 28 öre/kWh. But 1 öre/kWh = 1 €/MWh if the exchange rate is assumed to 10 

SEK/€. 

27 (Fortum, 2010) 
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• The batteries are assumed to be able to hold a maximum of 108 kWh of energy and 

can be charged with a maximum of 30 kWh per hour and discharged with 26 kWh per 

hour.  

• The load shifted by the batteries can be done in two ways: 

o Smoothing the grid consumption 

o Most Profit for the TP 

• Profits are calculated as the difference between if the equipment was or was not 

implemented. 

• Payback times (in years) are calculated as the investment divided by the profits for the 

month in concern. The average payback time looking at all twelve months is therefore 

representing the payback time if the annual profits remains the same.  

• The energy tax is set to 28 €/MWh and the VAT to 25%. 
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6 Model 

6.1 The System 

The system in this thesis is one part of the whole SRS project and is included in Work 

Package 1 (WP1), the Active House. There are five other work packages in the SRS project 

(WP2-WP6), which treats for example the harbour among some other parts.  

In this thesis the viewpoint is narrow and the focus is only on the Active House, meaning that 

the problems for the Active House are the only one taken into account. 

The system contains of two estates with a total of 80 apartments. There are PVs on the roof, 

batteries in the basement and possibility to charge up to 40 EVs in the parking lots.28 The 

flowchart for the electricity in the system is shown in Figure 6-1. 

 

Figure 6-1: Flowchart over the electricity in the estates.  The point in the middle is supposed to symbolize the different 

meters for measuring the energy flow.  

The small arrow out on the local grid only appears when the PVs and the batteries supply all 

the apartments’ consumption which is not very likely, especially not in the winter. This arrow 

                                                 

28 (Markus Hökfelt, Fortum, 2010) 
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is connected to the other parts of the SRS area but is in this thesis treated as 
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The model is based on consumption data from hourly measurements of consumption from 

several apartments.29 Several apartments are used to better represent an average consumption 

for the 80 apartments in the estates. The data is collected between June and December and are 

assumed to be representative for any time of year. From this data one average weekday and an 

average holiday have been derived.  

 This data is then the starting point for predicting the new consumption behaviour. From this 

new consumption pattern, assumptions of profits for the TP and costs for the customers are 

calculated according to Section 5.1.   

There are two categories of LM, one part controlled by the customers and the other by an 

automated controlling system. The part controlled by the customers depends on the price 

shown to them and is therefore harder to predict than the automated system that depends on 

physical matters.  

The load that is moved to hours of the upcoming day will be treated as if the same amount 

where moved to this day from yesterday, i.e. energy moved from hour 23 to hour 25 

corresponds to a reduction from hour 23 and an increase of consumption during hour 1. 

An overview of the different functions in the modelling is presented below in Figure 6-3, 

where you also can see the order in which the different functions are used.  

                                                 

29 This data is not public and will teherfore not be presented in the report  
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Figure 6-3: Overview of the modelling. Starts with the main program “Pricemodel” and ends with “MakePlot” 
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6.2.1 Parameters 

This section aims to give the reader the basic information of the most important variables used 

in the program to be able to understand the results presented. 

The system consisting of customers’ consumption is depending on a lot of parameters. To be 

able to simulate such a large system all parameters cannot be taken into account. Some has to 

be neglected, because they are hard or impossible to implement and some are not very 

important. The parameters are of course both constants and variables, which are described 

below. The difference between variables and constants are that the variables can change as the 

program runs, but note that both constants and variables can be set and changed by the user 

before the program starts. The most significant parameters and those that have been neglected 

or limited are described and explained in this section. For a full understanding of the program 

and for those interested in all parameters, it is recommended to read the MATLAB-code 

which can be found in the Appendix. 

Each of the different energy arrows in Figure 6-1 symbolise the most essential variables of the 

program. The energy coming from the PVs (upper arrow) is named dSolarData in the program 

and varies depending on what time of year that has been chosen. The variable is representing 

the energy produced by the PVs during every hour. The energy taken from the local grid (the 

arrows to the left) is represented by the variable dGridCons. If dGridCons is negative the 

estate can be treated as an energy producer and if positive a consumer. To represent the 

energy level in the batteries for every hour the variable dBatteryLevel is used. To represent 

the energy used by the customers there are two vectors, dConsData and dNewCons, where the 

first one is data from measurements of customers which acts as input to the program. The 

second is representing the new consumption pattern for the customers if they behave as 

wanted and uses their ability to LM. Added to these two consumptions is the load used to 

charge the PEVs. To the old consumption pattern (dConsData) the unchanged data for the 

PEV load (dPEVData) is added and to the new consumption pattern (dNewCons) the changed 

PEV consumption (dNewPEVCons) is added.  

The part of the new consumption managed by the customers is only depending on the price 

presented to them, a variable called dPrice. If this price exceeds a certain level called dTol, 

which is defined to be 70 % of the difference between the maximum and minimum price plus 

the minimum price during that day, see Equation 7.  
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@A% � 62'()�*
0 > 2'()�*��9 + 0.7 ?  2'()�*��        (7) 

If the price level is above this tolerance level, the customers start to move load. 

The variable dPrice is calculated in different ways depending on what type of pricing model 

that has been chosen, but it always has a connection to the Spotprice called dSpotprice. In 

addition to these prices there is an Elbas price, dElbasPrice, all prices are represented as 

vectors holding one price for each hour. These variables are further described in Section 6.2.2 

below.  

As mentioned in Section 5 it is assumed that the customers together will be able to move 86 

kWh (batteries excluded). This energy is divided in two types, one that is easy to move and 

one harder part that is more bounded in time. The energy easy to move is spread over the 

times starting with the cheapest and then the next cheapest and so on since it seems unrealistic 

that everyone would shift their energy to only one hour even if an RTP is used. 

6.2.2 Data  

To be able to run the program, data over customers’ consumption is needed. This data is 

stored in the variable named dConsData from a matrix holding measured consumption data. 

The matrix is divided in two parts, one holding weekday data and the other part weekend data 

and from these matrixes an average weekday and weekend is derived. The variable 

dConsData is then given the data from the type of day chosen by the user. So the constant 

dConsData represents the consumption for the estates for every hour during one day if no LM 

is used.  

The consumption data consists of two parts, one from customers’ consumption in the 

apartment and the other part comes from charging PEVs. The data for charging the PEVs is 

collected from one charging station and scaled up to 40, since this is the number of stations 

available in SRS.30 All data are on an hourly basis. 

                                                 

30 The data for PEV load is provided by Manodo. The measurements are done in a housing society in Stockholm. 
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The Elspot- and Elbas price are provided by Nord Pool Spot31 and concerns 2009 year prices. 

Since the data is confidential, every month is represented as an average weekday and holiday 

for that month. In addition to this a day with an extreme Spotprice is included to try to 

estimate how the system would react if the future Spotmarket would be more volatile. In this 

case the Elbas price is also from that particular day. 

Since a more fluctuating Spotmarket can be expected it is of interest to simulate such a 

scenario as well. A more volatile Spotmarket is assumed to also lead to a more volatile Elbas 

market because of the strong connection between them. Since no such input data is available 

today, the price data used from 2009 have been manipulated to generate more fluctuation on 

both the Elspot and Elbas market. This is done by multiplying both Spotprice and Elbas price 

for weekdays and the month chosen with a fluctuation factor, then subtracting the minimum 

price multiplied by the same factor minus one, from every hour, see Equation 8 and Equation 

9, 

#$%&$'()��<���6&9 � #$%&$'()�6&9 + D > #$%&$'()���� + 6D > 19  (8) 

: EFG $'()��<���6&9 � : EFG $'()�6&9 + D > : EFG $'()���� + 6D > 19 (9) 

where F represents the fluctuation factor. 

The subtraction is done to achieve a price curve with the same minimum as before but with a 

new higher peak and hence a more fluctuating price. This method has been chosen since it is 

easy to implement and do not give any negative prices although a larger fluctuation is 

achieved. The fluctuation factors used in the simulations are 2, 5, 10 and 20. But note that a 

fluctuation factor of, for example 10 not implies that the price peak is ten times higher than 

the original price peak. This since the subtraction is made according to Equation 8 and 9.  

The power generated from the PVs differ a lot from day to day and even more dependent of 

which time of the year the simulation is set up for and this will have to be taken into account 

in the simulation. The solar data is scaled up to a 27 kWp-system from a 1 kWp-system in 

Stockholm, based on measurements done by SMHI during 1999.32 The PVs are assumed to 

                                                 

31 The main part of this data is provided with permission from Kristina Remec, Nord Pool spot, and is not 

official and will therefore not be included in the report. 

32 (Widén, Wäckelgård, Paatero, & Lund, 2010) 
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have 45 degree tilt and orientation directly to south. An average is calculated for every month 

and the average for the chosen month is used in the program. The scaling of the 1 kWp-

system gives an annual production of about 25 MWh for the whole system (80 apartments). 

6.2.3 Calculations of Profits for the TP 

The trading profit (from the Trading Case) is calculated according to Equation 6 above in 

Section 4.2.1.2. The profit can be seen as two parts, the first part comes from the trading on 

Elbas. The second part comes from the difference between the price the customers pay for the 

energy according to their new consumption (dNewCons) and what the TP has bought the 

energy (dConsData) for on Elspot. The trading on Elbas is not only depending on how the 

customers change their consumption but also on how the batteries are used, the movement of 

the energy used for charging PEVs and how much energy the PVs produces. So if dGridCons 

is larger than dConsData the energy needs to be bought on Elbas and if the opposite occurs 

the energy can be sold on Elbas. The trading profit will therefore represent the total profit for 

the Active House, see Equation 10. 

2'%3(&H��
< � 2'()�;<=
4 + ∆: > #$%&$'()� + :J<� ? 2'()���4���� + :K"  (10) 

∆: can be both negative and positive depending on if the energy is moved from or to a 

specific hour. To achieve the total profit for one day all trading profits during that day has to 

be summarized. 

To make the modelling more simple, the average Elbas price is used as described in the 

assumptions above. A bigger profit could be made if the most expensive bid on the sold hour 

and the cheapest bid on the bought hour were used, but this would imply that this TP is a 

better trader than other actors on Elbas. 

The profits from the PV are valued to the cost reduction they generate for the TP. This cost 

reduction is defined as the energy produced multiplied by the Spotprice since this is assumed 

to be the best estimation possible of the value of the energy at a certain time, see Equation 11. 

2LM�����6&9 � 2L��4�N�6&9 �  2L����6&9  +  2'()�;<4���6&9                  (11) 

The total profit for one day would then be the sum of all the profits for each hour during that 

day. 
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The profit from the batteries is calculated as if the alternative was not having them and is 

therefore defined as the difference between the income of the sold energy on Elbas and the 

cost of the energy needed to charge the batteries, see Equation 12. 

OF&&�'PM����� �  OF&&�'PQ���� >  OF&&�'P��4�    (12) 

where the income and cost are defined as Equation 13 and Equation 14  

OF&&�'PQ���� �  ∑ :S�'TPU�4�	
���6&9 + 2'()�;<=
4�<< � 6&9         (13) 

OF&&�'P��4� �  ∑ :S�'TP�	
���6&9 + 2'()�;<4����<< � 6&9                      (14) 

where EnergyDischarged is zero for all hours where no discharging is performed and 

EnergyCharged is zero for all t where no charging is performed.  

The profit for PEVs is calculated as the revenue the ability to move load gives, like the 

trading profit just taking the load from the PEVs into account, see Equation 15. 

2'%3(&M;V �

62:L �%F@J<� > 2:L �%F@K"9 + 2'()�;<=
4 ? 2:L �%F@K" + 2'()���4���� >

2:L �%F@J<� + #$%&$'()�     (15) 

Payback times for the components and the whole system is calculated as the investments 

divided by the average annual profits. The investments and costs considering the Active 

House are based on estimates made by Fortum.33 The payback time for the PVs is calculated 

in two different ways, one where the TP is the owner and hence the profit is calculated as in 

Equation 11 above. In the other way the customers own the PVs and the generated energy will 

be a reduction for the new consumption pattern. This will lead to a scenario where the 

customers do not need to pay any energy taxes and VAT on the energy generated from the 

PVs and therefore generates a higher profit than if the TP owned the PVs. If the customers 

own the PVs the income and the investments for the TP would be changed.  

The method used to make the investment calculations is called the payback method. The 

payback method is a simple method to evaluate if the investment is profitable or not. The 

benefit with the payback method is that it is simple and that a discount rate is not necessary. 

One drawback with the method is that it can be misleading since it does not take the 

                                                 

33 (Markus Hökfelt, Fortum, 2010) 
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consequences after the payback time into account. Another drawback is that the method does 

not take the economic rate into account. These two drawbacks imply that the payback method 

can favour short-term investments and ignores the benefits of making big investments in an 

early stage of the project.34 

6.2.4 Calculations of Cost Reductions for the Customers 

There are two ways to look at the profits that the customers will make. The first one is to 

compare what the customers would have to pay for the energy if they utilize the ability of LM 

with if they do not. The other one is to compare the cost if a customer utilizes the LM with a 

customer who does not have the possibility for LM, i.e. a customer who does not live in SRS. 

This customer is assumed to be charged only depending on the amount of energy used during 

that month, not depending on which hours the energy has been used.35 The statistics for these 

prices are collected from SCB36 and concerns the same month as the data for prices on Elspot 

and Elbas.  

Equation 16 and Equation 17 below describe the different costs for the customers. 

W%G&H��
X4 ������� �  :S�'TP���4��� + 2'()�H��
X     (16) 

W%G&Y����<�Z� !* �  ∑ W%SG[\$&(%SJ<�6&9 + 2'()���4�����<< � 6&9    (17) 

By comparing one of these equations with Equation 18 below 

 W%G&Y��<�Z� !* �  ∑ W%SG[\$&(%SK"6&9 + 2'()���4�����<< � 6&9  (18) 

the cost reduction for the customers are obtained. Note that this comparison can be a bit 

misleading since peak shaving and load reduction are not taken into account, assuming that 

customers living in SRS are more aware of their consumption and therefore would reduce 

their consumption. 

  

                                                 

34 (Olsson, Karén, Ljunggren, & Lönnqvist, 2005) 

35 Variable pricing as it is set today, with a monthly change. 

36 (Statistics Sweden, 2010) 
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7 Results and Analysis 

7.1 Consumption Patterns and Prices 

This section presents results over changed consumption patterns due to different pricing 

models. The line “Old Consumption” is the consumption data on which the modelling is 

based on and corresponds to if the customers do not utilize the LM. The line  ”New 

Consumption” is hence the consumption pattern for the 80 apartments if the customers utilize 

the LM and are able to move 86 kWh per day as assumed. 

Figure 7-1 shows the consumption patterns and price using RTP on an average weekday in 

January, the same configuration holds for Figure 7-2 using ToU instead.   

 

Figure 7-1: Consumption patterns and customer price during one average weekday in January. The left y-axis shows 

the energy and the right shows the price. The pricing model used is RTP. 
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Figure 7-2: Consumption patterns and customer price during one average weekday in January. The left y-axis shows 

the energy and the right shows the price. The pricing model used is ToU. 

Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-2 show that the customers shift some of their load from expensive 

hours to less expensive hours. This is the outcome when using RTP as well as ToU. A 

comparison of these two figures shows that both the hours of which load are shifted to and 

from varies slightly between the two pricing models. Looking carefully, one sees that the RTP 

model generates one more hour of shifting than the ToU model. The small difference between 

old and new consumption at the late evening is due to the move of PEV-load.  

An overview of the consumption patterns of all the different components in the Active House 

is shown in Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4. The examples are from September using ToU for both 

choices of battery usage 
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Figure 7-3: Consumption patterns of an average weekday in September for the all the components in the Active House 

using batteries for most profit. The pricing model used is ToU. 
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Figure 7-4: Consumption patterns of an average weekday in September for the all the components in the Active House 

using batteries for smoothing. The pricing model used is ToU. 

The different curves can be related to the arrows in the flowchart over the system, Figure 6-1. 

The arrow corresponding to the electricity flow to the apartments is represented in two ways, 

the old consumption data and the new consumption pattern. The PVs are producing energy 

and are therefore presented as negative in this figure. Similarly for the curve over the battery 

usage, where the charging is presented as positive and the discharging as negative. As 

described in Section 5.1, when batteries are used for most profit the discharging depends only 

on the Elbas price. This explains the shape of the curve over battery usage in Figure 7-3. It is 

probably a peak in the Elbas price between 9 and 12 and therefore the batteries are 

discharged. This implies that no energy is saved in the batteries for the evening. 

The most significant difference between those two alternatives is that the grid consumption 

becomes almost flat with the smoothing alternative while the most profit usage makes the grid 

consumption vary more than the old consumption. The grid consumption in Figure 7-3 even 

becomes negative between hour 10 and hour 12, and is almost at 70 kWh at hour 1. This is 

more than the highest hour for the old consumption which occurs at hour 21. The 
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consumption peak may be better to have during the night, when the overall consumption in 

the society is low, than it is having it during the evening as the peak in the old consumption. 

But it would not be preferable if a large part of the society did this shifting. 

The fact that the grid consumption becomes so flat, if batteries are used for smoothing, 

favours the TP because it makes the consumption more predictable and the trading risks for 

the TP becomes lower. If the new consumption peak is even higher in the afternoon than in 

Figure 7-4, the batteries would not be able to smooth the consumption curve as much as in 

this example. This can also be seen in Figure 7-4 where the grid consumption increases in the 

late afternoon since the batteries are empty. If this is the case it would be preferable if the 

batteries had more power and storage capacity. 

Figure 7-5, Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-7 shows the different prices depending on if it is a 

weekday, holiday or an extreme day in April. The prices shown are the Spotprice, the Elbas 

price and the price for customer using ToU.  

 

Figure 7-5: Spotprice, Elbas price and price for customers using ToU on an average weekday in April. The prices for 

hour 8, 9 and 10 are the same as the high level price (84 €/MWh). 
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Figure 7-6: Spotprice, Elbas price and price for customers using ToU on an average holiday in April. The price for 

hour 10 is the same as the high level price (70 €/MWh). 
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Figure 7-7: Spotprice, Elbas price and price for customers using ToU on an extreme day 

As seen in Figure 7-5, Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-7, the ToU pricing can differ depending on 

how the Spotprice is set for that day. The weekday has a high price section in the morning and 

three different price levels while the holiday has only two price levels but two high price 

sections, one in morning and another in the afternoon.  

The extreme day is data for only one day and not an average as it is for the two other days. 

This day is included to see how a more volatile market would affect the pricing. If the 

electricity markets on an average day would become more like the extreme day, i.e. more 

volatile, it is uncertain if the Elbas price would look as it does on this particular day. On this 

day the Elbas price is always below the Spotprice but this might not be the case if the 

electricity markets become more unpredictable. Therefore a different method to illustrate a 

more volatile Spotmarket is done using different fluctuation factors which is described above 

in Section 6.2.2. 
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7.2 Profits and Payback Times for TP 

7.3 Fluctuations on the Electricity Markets 

As mentioned in Section 5 it is reasonable to assume that the electricity markets would be 

more volatile if more intermittent energy sources are introduced. Therefore some simulations 

are made with a more fluctuating Elbas price and Spotprice, which are presented in this 

section. The simulations including fluctuation are done using price data from an average 

weekday in January and December. Comparing these two average Spotprices, as shown in 

Figure 7-8, it shows a big difference between the two months. This is mostly because that 

December had one day with very extreme prices in 2009 that affected the average price for 

the whole month.  

 

Figure 7-8: The average Elspot price for a weekday in January and December 2009. Here no fluctuation is added. 

How these fluctuations are done is described in Section 6.2.2. The multiplying factors, F in 

Equation 8 and Equation 9 in Section 6.2.2, used are 2, 5, 10 and 20 for both January and 

December. In Figure 7-9 and Figure 7-10, the two Spotprices are shown separately adding the 

curve for the Elbas price of the corresponding month. 
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Figure 7-9: Shows the relationship between the Spotprice and the Elbas price during an average weekday in January 

2009. Here the Elbas price is above for almost every hour of the day, especially during peaks. Here no fluctuation is 

added. 

 

Figure 7-10: Shows the relationship between the Spotprice and the Elbas price during an average weekday in 

December 2009. During the Spotprice peak the Elbas price remains below the Spotprice curve. Here, no fluctuation is 

added. 
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According to Figure 7-8, Figure 7-9 and Figure 7-10 there are two aspects of the fluctuation 

simulations, December with a more variation in itself compared to January and the difference 

of the relation between the Elbas price and Spotprice.  

As mentioned in Section 6.2.2 a fluctuation factor of 5do not imply the exact variation of 5 

which might is expected. This is due to the way of how the fluctuation is calculated, see 

Equation 8 and 9. Because of this the actual fluctuation ratio for the Spotprice is calculated 

and presented in Table 7-1. To relate these numbers to a region with much intermittent energy 

production already implemented, the fluctuation ratio for the Spotprice in western Denmark 

during 2009 is presented as well.  

Table 7-1: The fluctuation ratios for the different fluctuation factors for January and December. Flucuation factor 1 

equals the Spotprice fluctuation during 2009. The fluctuation ratio for western Denmark is presented as well.  

 

The actual fluctuation factors have been calculated by dividing the maximum Spotprice by the 

average Spotprice during night, i.e. between 1 am to 6 am, see Equation 19. 

D [)&[F&(%SN
��� � #$%&$'()�*
0/#$%&$'()��^�6	��� 7 �� _9     (19) 

As seen in Table 7-1 the fluctuation ratio for western Denmark is somewhere between 

fluctuation factor 2 and 5 for January. Table 7-1 also shows how extreme the Spotprices for 

December are. 

Figure 7-11 and Figure 7-12 show the Spotprice and Elbas price with a fluctuation of 20 for 

January and December respectively, the price for customers used are RTP. Note the difference 

between the Elbas price in relation to the Spotprice for the two months. 
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Figure 7-11: Spotprice, Elbas price and Price for customers in January with a fluctuation of 20, using RTP. 
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Figure 7-12: Spotprice, Elbas price and Price for customers in December with a fluctuation of 20, using RTP. 

The costs for the customers with the two pricing models if they do or do not utilize the LM 

are shown in Table 7-2 for January and in Table 7-3 for December. The monthly consumption 

is about 360 kWh per customer, which corresponds to an annual consumption of about 4300 

kWh per customer. 

Table 7-2: Costs for customers per month in € for January using RTP and ToU for different fluctuations on the 

electricity markets. The three columns for the pricing models shows whether the LM has been utilized or not during 

the month and the difference in percent between those two alternatives. 
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Table 7-3: Costs for customers per month in € for December using RTP and ToU for different fluctuations on the 

electricity markets. The three columns for the pricing models shows whether the LM has been utilized or not during 

the month and the difference in percent between those two alternatives. 

 

Looking at Table 7-2 and Table 7-3 it is clear that the cost for customer utilizing their LM is 

reduced more using ToU for January and the opposite for December, where RTP seems like 

the better option from a customer’s point of view. This can be explained by the differences of 

the Spotprice for the two months, see Figure 7-8. The large price peak that occurs during 

December generates a really high top level in the ToU model (two times the maximum price 

as stated in Section 4.1.2). This means that the energy still consumed during the price peak 

hours, which might not be a manageable load, becomes expensive. This might lead to peak 

shaving which is not taken into account here and hence the cost increase for ToU. But the 

question to ask is if this is a desired scenario? This would lead to an inconvenience for the 

customers since they have to start thinking about when to cook and watch TV. Therefore a 

better solution would be to use ToU only on the part of the load defined as moveable loads. 

The price level could then be set even higher during times when LM is desired to further 

increase the difference between cost for utilized and unutilized LM.  

Comparing the columns for utilized LM in Table 7-2 and Table 7-3 for the two pricing 

models it seems like RTP is the cheaper alternative for the customers, especially for the 

simulation of the December data. So from a customer’s point of view it seems more 

advantageous with a RTP if the Spotmarket contains one significant peak. While ToU is the 

better option if price peaks are not extremely high but instead have a form of the Spotprice 

curve more like the one today, only more fluctuating. Because of this it is interesting to look 

at the profits for the two pricing models. This is shown in Table 7-4, where the profits from 

both the Spot Change Case and the Trading Case are presented with varying fluctuation. The 

Spot Change Case is shown since this gives a hint of what revenues a two-step Spotmarket 

would generate. The two-step Spotmarket is further discussed in Section 7.5. 
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Table 7-4: Profits for the TP with different fluctuat ions on the electricity markets. The profits are from the Spot 

Change Case and the Trading Case with both RTP and ToU, using data from January and December. The batteries 

are used for smoothing. 

 

Table 7-4 shows that the profits for the TP increase more, with higher fluctuation on the 

electricity markets, using ToU compared with RTP. This effect is especially significant for 

December, see bottom half of Table 7-4. But remembering that the same relation could be 

seen for the cost for customers, it might explain at least a part of this higher revenue. Another 

important result looking at the profits for the TP with different fluctuation is that the Spot 

Change Case profit is higher than the one for the Trading Case for both RTP and ToU in 

December, especially as the fluctuation increases. For January the opposite relation is seen. 

Once again remembering the differences between how the Elbas prices in relation to the 

Spotprices are for the two months, the results suggests that if the Spotprice is higher than the 

Elbas price, the Spot Change Case and hence also a two-step Spotmarket would be preferable. 

For the opposite, i.e. the Spotprice is at a generally lower level then the Elbas price, the 

Trading Case generates larger profits for the TPs. Because of this result it is important to try 

to foresee the development of these two markets. If more Active Houses or if some of the 

actors in another way becomes more flexible, the Elbas price can be assumed to have more 

flat structure then the Spotprice since an enlarged trading on the market would have the effect 

of bringing down the price at peaks and pushing it up at low levels. This is the same effect as 

discussed earlier, in Section 4.2.1.1, which would influence the Spotprice and the reason to 

why the Spot Change Case was put aside at first place. On the other hand, if more intermittent 

energy sources are introduced to the market it might lead to a more fluctuating Elbas market 

compared to the Spotmarket. This since these energy sources by definition are harder to 

predict and therefore it is more likely that changes can occur after the Spotmarket has closed.  
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Since it has been shown that the costs for customers as well as the revenues for the TP are 

higher for a ToU model, the relationship between the profits and different costs for the 

customers is presented in Figure 7-13. This figure compare the cost for a customer with the 

profit from the Trading Case in December for the two pricing models, using both batteries for 

smoothing and most profit. 

 

Figure 7-13: Relationship between the cost for one single customer and the profit according to the Trading Case from 

one customer during December for the two pricing models, using both batteries for smoothing and most profit. The 

different costs have been generated by different fluctuations. 

Figure 7-13 shows that the same costs for customers with both ToU and RTP give a larger 

profit for the ToU pricing. This means that the higher cost for ToU is not the explanation to 

the larger profits for the TP. Accordingly it is desirable for the TP as well as the customer to 

have as steep curve as possible since this would indicate a larger profit for the TP with a small 

additional cost for the customer than a more flat relationship between profit and cost. The fact 

that this curve is steeper for the ToU model indicates that such a pricing model leads to a 

larger move of load from peak hours.  

7.4 Other Possible Pricing Alternatives 

The economic incentives are to low with the analyzed pricing models. This depends on 

several different factors where the electricity use is one of them. The electricity use from a 

typical apartment looks like in Figure 7-14, which shows that only about 35% of the total use 

comes from moveable loads (dishwasher, washer and dryer, fridge and freezer). 
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Figure 7-14: Electricity distribution in a typical apartment 37 

This implies that the moveable load is only a small part of the total load. Therefore this load 

should be priced in a different way than the “unmoveable” load to achieve the desired effect 

of a large different in cost between utilized and unutilized LM.  

Another factor, that makes the economic incentives low, is that the taxes are about one half of 

the total electricity cost, see Figure 7-15. 

 

Figure 7-15: Shows a typical relation between taxes and energy on today’s electricity invoices. The green part, 

representing the energy cost, is further divided in two parts, movable and regular load. 

                                                 

37 (Elforsk, 2010) 
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This makes it reasonable to suggest that the taxes also should be dependent on which hours 

the energy is consumed.  

These two discussed factors imply that other pricing alternatives needs to be further 

investigated to affect the customers’ invoices and increase the economic incentives.   

There are many possible ways to invoice the customers for their energy consumption. One 

extreme way can be to charge them only when they use their white goods, i.e. a fixed cost per 

wash, and let the other energy be free of charge, see Figure 7-16. The strength with such a 

pricing model is that it would be easy for the customers to understand but still give them the 

incentives to wash at hours when the price is low.  

The opposite pricing alternative would be to charge all the energy use, including the white 

goods usage, with a chosen pricing model, for example ToU or RTP, see Figure 7-16. In this 

pricing model the TPs are able to give the customers the incentives they want but the risk is 

that it is too difficult for the customers to understand and relate their consumption to their 

final electricity invoice. A modification on this alternative could be to have ToU only on the 

manageable loads, i.e. the white goods. This would make the customers more comfortable in 

their everyday electricity use.  

 

Figure 7-16: Example of how customers can be charged for their electricity usage. An extreme case to the left when 

they are only charged when they use the white good and the opposite to the right where the electricity usage only 

depends on a pricing model based transparent to the system price. 

In between of these pricing alternatives one possibility can be to let the customers pay taxes 

on the other energy but still have the fixed cost per wash. This would probably be a more 
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realistic pricing model than if the other energy would be free since it is statutory to pay energy 

taxes on consumed electricity. It would also be possible to make the customers aware of that 

all the electricity consumption in their home has an impact on both their cost as well as the 

environment.  

Another alternative can be to have a “speed indicator” that shows the real time power 

consumption. If the customers use much energy on one occasion they would be charged 

thereafter, i.e. the customers are charged depending on how much the indicator has shown as 

most on a certain time period. This can motivate the customers to not have so many high 

consumption appliances working at the same time but instead make the customers to spread 

their consumption over time. A drawback with this pricing alternative could be that the 

customers reduce their own consumption peaks but still have their maximum consumption 

during critical hours for the local grid. 

7.5 Development of the Spot Change Case  

As mentioned in Section 4.2.1.1, if a change in consumption pattern was taken into account 

before making bids on Elspot it would affect the system price (Spot Change Case). Since it is 

almost impossible to know how the system price would have looked like if the bids were 

made without the assumption of a change in consumption, it is hard to set the price for 

customers. The problem is that if the assumption of consumption change is made upon 

experience of how the system price usually looks like (which by itself is difficult) and new 

bids are made assuming this change, the system price would be different than the predicted 

one (which the assumption of consumption change where made upon). This would result in 

another price presented for the customer, a price that probably not would give the same 

change in consumption as assumed. This implies that the TP would probably overestimate the 

amount of moved load since the economical benefits for the customers are smaller if the 

system price becomes more flat than assumed. 

To solve this problem, the price for customers could be independent of the system price but 

this would also mean a loss in the natural connection between peak load hours and a high 

price for customers.  

Another way to solve the problem would be to have a change of the rules controlling how the 

bids are made on Elspot. The change would be to give the TPs the opportunity of giving a 
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second bid when a preliminary system price is set. These second bids would determine the 

actual Spotprice for that day.  

As described in Section 3.1.1.1, today’s Spotprice is determined in this way: 

1. Producers and consumers make sale and purchase bids respectively. 

2. The system price is determined. 

The new two-step Spotmarket would be founded in this way: 

1. Producers and consumers make sale and purchase bids respectively. 

2. A preliminary system price is determined which the price to the customers is based on. 

3. TPs make new purchase bids taking the preliminary system price into account. 

4. A final system price is determined. 

This would give TPs with customers having an hourly pricing a chance to make new bids 

based upon the first, preliminary Spotprices and at the same time give a price based on the 

preliminary one so that their prediction have a fair chance to become reality. 

With such a two-step Spotmarket it would be a difference between what the TP pays for the 

energy and what customers pay for it if the system price is assumed to be changed. This 

occurs since the price for customers would follow the preliminary and the price for the TP the 

final system price. The TP would therefore get a smaller margin for the energy sold during 

off-peak hours because the system price probably goes up during these hours compared to the 

first system price for these hours. At the same time the TP would get a larger margin for the 

energy sold during peak load hours, since the system price is assumed to have the opposite 

effect there. Remembering the price ladder in Section 3.1.1.1, describing the price levels for 

the sale curve, it is reasonable to assume that the change of the system price would have a 

larger impact during price peaks since the sale curve is steeper further to the right on the price 

ladder, see Figure 7-17.  
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Figure 7-17: Shows the price effect due to a demand change for different prices. On a low price hour (the left arrow) 

an increase in demand leads to a small increase in system price (blue field), the same decrease in demand (the right 

arrow) at a higher price leads to a larger change of the system price (green field). 

This would lead to a larger profit than loss for the TPs and at the same time with less risk 

since they easier can predict the shifting of load. The curve can also be assumed to become 

even steeper further to the right, since the certificate of emissions most certainly will become 

more expensive in the future.   

Since the customers price should depend on the preliminary system price, with larger 

differences between price peak and low price hours, their incentives would automatically be 

higher than if the price was depending on the smoother final system price. At the same time 

the first price would become reality if the customers would not change or react to the price 

and can therefore be a great tool to show what difference the active customers make. Since it 

with such a configuration is known which of the bids that are excluded in the second bid turn, 

it is easy to determine the reduction of greenhouse gases.  

The more Active House customers there are, the larger the effect of the Spotmarket would be 

if this type of two-step Spotmarket configuration is implemented. The energy still to be sold 

during price peak hours contributes to even larger revenues. 
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The times during the day when the TP has paid a higher price compared to what the customer 

are charged and hence lose money by selling energy, can be a perfect time to use the batteries 

and PVs if possible. The batteries can also be more easily charged if the TPs get a second 

chance to see during which hours the price is low. At first sight it can seem unfair for these 

TPs unable to make second bids since TPs with Active House customers can make good deals 

knowing for example when to charge their batteries. But since this are presumed to result in a 

smoother system price on Elspot, the TPs with customers that do not have the ability to move 

load can act on a more secure market. The fact that the price has a strong connection to the 

supply also means that if the TPs with this flexibility can move their bids to hours with low 

price they would also move their bids to hours where supply is good.  

Due to the discussion in Section 7.2, where it is stated that only about 25 % of the profit 

comes from the trading, it should be mentioned that in the Spot Change Case no trading is 

done and hence all revenues comes from sales margin. But the idea with the Spot Change 

Case is that the TP can lower their costs on Elspot which would lead to a larger profit for the 

same cost for the customer. Thus the profit would increase more with the same additional cost 

for customers with the Spot Change Case than the Trading Case, i.e. the incline of the curve 

for the Spot Change Case, if plotted in Figure 7-13, would be steeper than for the Trading 

Case.  

A two-step Spotmarket would not only lead to the advantages for the TP described above but 

also be a great tool for the customers. Since the customers are unable to do this on their own 

they need the TP to be able to aggregate all the customers.  

7.6 Possible Revenues from the RM 

The Primary Regulation in Sweden is today managed exclusively by the hydro power sites 

since large quantities of power is needed instantaneously to be able to change the frequency. 

Therefore the Primary Regulation is not further investigated during this thesis. The Secondary 

Regulation also demands high quantities of powers but unlike the primary, there is a longer 

time for response. If a TP could aggregate more areas as SRS it could be an actor on the RM 

by leaving bids for Secondary regulation. In the case of consumption, the up regulation is 

making bids to lowering the load and the down regulation bids consider an increase of load. 

If an up regulation is needed (hence a lowering of the load) the TP would get paid for the 

power not used. For example if a TP has set up a contract on the Spotmarket for 100 MWh for 
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one hour where the price is set to 50 €/MWh but an up regulation is needed. The TP can make 

a bid of not using some, say 10 of these 100 MWh, and get paid 60 €/MWh for example. So 

the TP would in this case earn 100 € since the cost is 500 € (10 MWh for 50 €/MWh) and the 

income is 600 € (10 MWh for 60 €/MWh). The 10 MWh of moved energy can then be used 

by the customers at some later hour. When for example the production from the PVs are high 

or when an overestimation have been made of the consumption and the TP have set up a 

contract on the Spotmarket for more energy than needed for the specific hour.  

If the opposite situation occurs and a down regulation is needed (i.e. an increase of the load) 

the TP could pay a lower price than the Spotprice for this energy. For example if a TP has set 

up a contract on the Spotmarket for 100 MWh for one hour where the price is set to 50 

€/MWh but a down regulation is needed. The TP can make a bid of using some extra, say 10 

MWh and hence a total of 110 MWh, for a price of 40 €/MWh for example. The TP can use 

this energy to charge the batteries or start some of the manageable loads. The accurate profit 

for the TP in this case is a bit harder to determine since it depends on whether the energy is 

used or stored in the batteries. But the idea is to be able to buy energy to a lower price than 

the market price.   

For a residential area to be an actor on RM some adjustments of the rules are needed. First of 

all the limitation of the bids must be lowered from today´s 10 MW since this requires almost 

400 batteries of the size used in SRS (26kW). Of course there is a reason for this limit, the 

purpose is after all to achieve balance in a large electricity system which requires a lot of 

power and if the limit is lowered too much there would be too many contracts to control for 

the TSO. The time to react has recently been changed from 10 minutes to 15 minutes which 

makes the possibility for participating with LM easier.   
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8 Conclusions and Recommendations 

It is clear that the part of the cost for the energy not considered as manageable loads is too 

high in relation to the manageable part, see analysis in Section 7.2. So to achieve a significant 

difference between utilized and unutilized LM, the price set during peaks have to be high. But 

this would lead to the fact that the cost for the unmanageable loads will be too high which can 

be seen in Section 7.3, see Table 7-2 or Table 7-3. The recommendation is therefore to use the 

principle of the ToU pricing model on the manageable load since this seems to have a larger 

impact on the amount of load moved. The differences in price levels between peak and off-

peak hours could then be large without affecting the final invoice if the customer participates 

in the LM program. The recommendation is that the load not manageable should be charged 

with ToU but without the high price levels. Note that it is the principle of ToU that is 

recommended for the manageable loads. If the energy used for the manageable loads is to be 

measured separately it will generate additional costs. An alternative can be to alert the 

customer via the display on the manageable load that they would be charged with a large extra 

cost if the load is used right now. So the way to implement is therefore dependent on the 

system, but with the same principle: large additional costs if manageable loads are used 

during critical hours. 

It has been shown that the total profit for the TP depends mostly on the sales margin (75%). 

The trading also requires an Elbas price that is at a higher level compared to the Spotprice, see 

comparison between Table 7-2 and Table 7-3, a scenario not seen for the Spot Change Case 

according to the same table. Therefore a two-step Spotmarket is needed in order to create a 

market where Active House retailers can act. Such a Spotmarket would give the retailer the 

ability to present a price for customers to react upon and at the same time do an estimation of 

how the customer reacts and thereafter change the bids. It would also be clear which of the 

bids not included in the final system price. Therefore a calculation of how much reduction of 

CO2-emissions the customers have contributed to could be done. It is also important to 

elucidate that it is advantageous for all retailers with a two-step Spotmarket since the peaks 

would be reduced and hence the risk would be lower, even for those unable to make second 

bids. It is however at the expense of the producers.  

As stated in the analysis it is not a big difference in profit between if the batteries are used for 

smoothing or most profit, see Section 7.2. This implies that our recommendation is that the 
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batteries should be used for smoothing since this also reduces the trading risks and is the best 

alternative to reduce the consumption peaks, which is one of the main goals with the 

implementation of Smart Grids. 

The simulations have shown that if the batteries are used for smoothing their size of 108 kWh 

and maximum output power of 26 kWh are enough, presumed that the consumption peaks are 

not higher than for the data used in the simulations. 

Simulations of better efficiency and lower investment costs for the components in the Active 

House shows that the payback times will be reasonable when the investments are half as 

expensive as today and the electricity markets have five times more fluctuation. Whether this 

is a reasonable scenario or not should be further studied. 

The final conclusion is that in the near future a TP would not be able to act on the RM since 

too large quantities of power are required. But for a TP acting as an aggregator in the future, 

when more Active House customer exists, the RM can be a profitable market. When this 

occurs have to be further investigated.  

8.1 Further studies 

The purpose of thesis was to investigate possible incentives for customers and revenues for 

TPs in an Active House concept. However, further studies are needed and the following are 

recommended: 

• An investigation of how to make the recommended changes of the Spotmarket 

• Estimation of how load shaving and load reduction affects the revenues for TPs and 

customer costs. 

• Estimation of how the electricity markets will evolve with more intermittent energy 

sources and how the trading would affect the Elbas market.   

• When and if a TP can be an actor on the RM and how large the revenues would be. 

• Possible changes in energy taxes to favour customers moving energy from critical 

hours, for example time dependent energy taxes. 

• Measurements and analysis of the actual customers in SRS for a better understanding 

in the change of consumption pattern due to different pricing signals. 
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Appendix 

MATLAB-Code 

Pricemodel.m 

% 

% Pricemodel  

%  

% Pricemodel is the main function to determine a ne w consumption pattern   

% and what benefits and economic revenues this can give. Pricemodel is    

% doing function calls to help functions and is enc losed by a loop so the   

% program will go on until the user chooses to quit .  

%  

% The help functions used in the program are called :  

%  

% Data.m  

% RTP.m 

% ToU.m 

% Tolerance.m  

% MoveLoad.m  

% MovePEVLoad.m 

% ProfitGridLoad.m  

% SmoothGridLoad.m  

% Result.m and  

% MakePlot.m  

%  

% To learn more about the functions please type 'he lp' followed by the  

% function name of your interest in MATLAB Command Window 

%  

     

close all  

clear all  

load DataWorkspace  

  

bGoOn = true;  

iCountTimes = 0;  
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while  (bGoOn)  

  

    if  iCountTimes == 0;  

        % Information about the program presented for the u ser  

        disp( ' ' );  

        disp( ' ' );  

        disp( ' ' );  

        disp( 'This program shows how the consumption pattern, fo r one ' )  

        disp( 'day, changes with load management.' )  

        disp( 'You will be asked to choose which pricing model to  be used ' )  

        disp( 'and which month to collect data from. You will als o be ' )  

        disp( 'asked to choose if you want to look at a typical w eekday,' )  

        disp( 'holiday or an extreme day. Finally you can choose if you' )  

        disp( 'want the batteries to act for a smoother consumpti on from' )  

        disp( 'the local grid or to make as much profit for the T P as' )  

        disp( 'possible.' )  

        disp( 'The choices are made typing the number that corres ponds to' )  

        disp( 'the options you would like to choose, and then pre ss enter.' )  

        disp( 'The result will be presented in plots in new windo ws and' )  

        disp( 'values in the main window. The program will go on until you' )  

        disp( 'choose "(3) Quit" in the first menu' )  

        disp( ' ' );  

        disp( 'To continue, please press any key.' );  

        pause  

     

        iCountTimes = 1;  

    end  

  

    % Variable to check if a correct choice have been m ade:  

    iCheck = 0;  

     

    % Choice of pricing model:  

    disp( ' ' );  

    disp( ' ' );  

    disp( ' ' );  

    disp( ' ' );  

    disp( ' ' );  

    disp( ' ' );  
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    disp( 'Choice of pricing model (Default = RTP):' );  

    disp( '' );  

    disp( '========================================' );  

    disp( '(1) RTP (Real Time Pricing)' );  

    disp( '(2) ToU (Time of Use)' );  

    disp( '(3) Quit' );  

    disp( '========================================' );  

    iChoice = input( 'Choice: ' );  

     

    if  (isempty(iChoice))  

        iChoice = 1;  

    end  

  

    if  iChoice == 3  

        break  

    end  

     

        %Check if either 1 or two has been chosen  

        iCheck = ismember(iChoice, [1 2]);  

     

    if  iCheck ~= 1  

        disp( 'Something went wrong, the program will start over' );  

        Pricemodel  

        break  

    end  

     

    % Gets input data  

    [dConsData dPEVData dSpotprice dElbasPrice TPla rData iMonth ...   

              sSortOfDay dRegularPrice] = ...  

        Data(FortumConsDataHoliday,dSpotMeanWeekEnd Matrix,MeanPEV, ...   

              dElbasAvgMeanWeekEndMatrix,FortumCons DataWeek, ...  

              dSpotMeanWeekMatrix,dElbasAvgMeanWeek Matrix,TPlMeanMatrix, ...   

              ExtremeDaySpot2, ExtremeDayBas2, Regu larPriceData);  

     

    % Enlargement of the spotprice-vector and the dCons Data so that a  

    % movement of load will be able even after midnight :  

    dSpotprice = [dSpotprice dSpotprice(1:2)]; %[€/MWh]  

    dConsData  = [dConsData dConsData(1:2)]; %[MWh] 
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    if  (iChoice == 1)  

        dPrice = RTP(dSpotprice); %[€/MWh]  

        sModel = 'RTP' ;  

    elseif  (iChoice == 2)  

        dPrice = ToU(dSpotprice); %[€/MWh]  

        sModel = 'ToU' ;  

    end  

         

    [dTol iCount] = Tolerance(dPrice);  

    dNewCons = MoveLoad(iCount, dConsData, dPrice, dTol);  

    dNewPEVCons = MovePEVLoad(dPEVData);  

  

    % Adds the PEV consumption to the new consumption  

    dNewCons = dNewCons + dNewPEVCons;  

  

    % No longer any need for extra hours:  

    dConsData = dConsData(1:24);   

    dPrice = dPrice(1:24);  

    dSpotprice = dSpotprice(1:24);  

     

    %Adds the old PEV consumption to be able to compare  with dNewCons  

    dConsData = dConsData + dPEVData;  

  

  

 %%    

    % Choice of Most Profit or Smoothing:  

    disp( ' ' );  

    disp( ' ' );  

    disp( 'Choice for Batteries' );  

    disp( 'Most Profit for TP or Smoothing of local grid cons umption:' )  

    disp( '(Default = Most Profit)' );  

    disp( '========================================' );  

    disp( '(1) Most Profit' );  

    disp( '(2) Smoothing' );  

    disp( '========================================' );  

    iLoadMove = input( 'Choice: ' );  
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    if  (isempty(iLoadMove))  

        iLoadMove = 1;  

    end  

  

    %Check if either 1 or two has been chosen  

    iCheck = ismember(iLoadMove, [1 2]);  

  

    if  iCheck ~= 1  

        disp( 'Something went wrong, the program will start over' );  

        Pricemodel  

        break  

    end  

  

    if  (iLoadMove == 1)  

        [dGridCons dBatteryLevel dEnergy] = ...  

            ProfitGridLoad(dNewCons, dConsData, dSp otprice, dElbasPrice, ...  

                TPlarData);  

             

        sGridCons = 'Most Profit' ;  

         

    elseif  (iLoadMove == 2)  

        [dGridCons dBatteryLevel dEnergy] = ...  

            SmoothGridLoad(dNewCons, dConsData, TPl arData);  

             

        sGridCons = 'Smoothing' ;  

    end  

  

    [dSystemProfit dProfitElspot dProfitElbas dTrad ingProfit ...  

        dDifference dNoLMCost dGoodLMCost dCostDiff  dRegularCost 
dCostArr ...   

        dDiffArr TPlarMatrix dBatteryMatrix dPEVTra dingProfit] = ...  

    Result(dConsData, dNewCons, dPEVData, dNewPEVCo ns, dRegularPrice, ...  

        dPrice, dSpotprice, dElbasPrice, dEnergy, T PlarData, ...  

        dBatteryLevel, sGridCons, sSortOfDay, sMode l, iMonth);  

  

    MakePlot(sModel, iMonth, sSortOfDay, dConsData,  dNewCons, ...  

       dPrice, dSpotprice, dElbasPrice, TPlarData, dBatteryLevel, ...      
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       dProfitElspot, dProfitElbas, dTradingProfit,  dCostArr, ...  

       dGridCons, sGridCons, TPlarMatrix,dBatteryMa trix, dPEVTradingProfit)  

  

end  

 

 

Data.m 

% 

% [dConsData dPEVData dSpotprice dElbasPrice TPlarD ata iMonth sSortOfDay...  

%       dRegularPrice] = ...  

% Data(FortumConsDataHoliday,dSpotMeanWeekEndMatrix ,MeanPEV,...  

%       dElbasAvgMeanWeekEndMatrix,FortumConsDataWe ek,...  

%       dSpotMeanWeekMatrix,dElbasAvgMeanWeekMatrix ,TPlMeanMatrix, ...  

%       ExtremeDaySpot2, ExtremeDayBas2, RegularPri ceData)  

% 

% Function with the data needed to run the program as output. The data used  

% to set the variables are saved in a workspace cal led DataWorkspace.mat  

% since some of them are unofficial and given to DA TA as input parameters.  

% The five first output parameters 1x24-vectors, iM onth is a integer,  

% sSortOfDay a string and dRegularPrice is a double .  

% 

  

  

function  [dConsData dPEVData dSpotprice dElbasPrice TPlarDa ta iMonth ...   

              sSortOfDay dRegularPrice] = ...  

        Data(FortumConsDataHoliday,dSpotMeanWeekEnd Matrix,MeanPEV, ...   

              dElbasAvgMeanWeekEndMatrix,FortumCons DataWeek, ...  

              dSpotMeanWeekMatrix,dElbasAvgMeanWeek Matrix,TPlMeanMatrix, 
...   

              ExtremeDaySpot2, ExtremeDayBas2, Regu larPriceData)  

  

 % Choice of Month:  

          disp( ' ' )  

          disp( 'Choose month (1-12) for price and consumption data ' )  

          disp( 'The data from the month chosen will be base to an average' )  

          disp( 'day that month' )  

          disp( 'Default = January' )  
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          disp( '========================================' )  

          disp( '(1) January' )  

          disp( ' .' )  

          disp( ' .' )  

          disp( ' .' )  

          disp( '(12) December' )  

          disp( '========================================' )  

          iMonth = input( 'Month: ' );  

  

    if  (isempty(iMonth))  

        iMonth = 1;  

    end  

     

    %Check if a correct month has been chosen  

    iCheck = sum(ismember([1:12], iMonth));  

     

    if  iCheck ~= 1  

        disp( 'Something went wrong, the program will start over' );  

        Pricemodel  

    end  

     

    disp( ' ' );  

      disp( 'Choose if data is to be based on a weekday, holida y or an' )  

      disp( 'extreme day in spotprice. If "(3) Extreme day" is chosen ' )  

      disp( 'the Elspot- and Elbas price will be effected but t he 
consumption' )  

      disp( 'will follow the same as for a weekday.' )  

      disp( 'Default = Weekday' )  

      disp( '========================================' )  

      disp( '(1) Weekday' )  

      disp( '(2) Holiday' )  

      disp( '(3) Extreme day' )  

      disp( '========================================' )  

      iTypeOfDay = input( 'Type of Day: ' );  

  

    if  isempty(iTypeOfDay)  

        IsWeekEnd = false;  

        IsExtremeDay = false;  

    elseif  iTypeOfDay == 1  
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        IsWeekEnd = false;  

        IsExtremeDay = false;  

    elseif  iTypeOfDay == 2  

        IsWeekEnd = true;  

        IsExtremeDay = false;  

    elseif  iTypeOfDay == 3     

        IsWeekEnd = false;  

        IsExtremeDay = true;  

    else  

        disp( '***Something went wrong, try again***' )  

        pricemodel  

    end  

    

    % Defines the PEV load with 40 charging poles:  

    dPEVData = 40*1e-3*MeanPEV; %[MWh] 

     

        if  IsWeekEnd  

            dConsData = 80*1e-3*FortumConsDataHolid ay; %[MWh] 

            dSpotprice = dSpotMeanWeekEndMatrix(iMo nth,:); %[€/MWh]  

            dElbasPrice = dElbasAvgMeanWeekEndMatri x(iMonth,:); %[€/MWh]  

            sSortOfDay = 'holi' ;  

        else  

            dConsData = 80*1e-3*FortumConsDataWeek;  %[MWh] 

            if  IsExtremeDay  

                % The variable ExtremeDaySpot is an extreme spotpri ce day.  

                dSpotprice = ExtremeDaySpot2;  

                 

                % The variable ExtremeDayBas is the Elbas price the  same  

                % day as the extreme spotprice occures.  

                dElbasPrice = ExtremeDayBas2;  

                sSortOfDay = 'extreme ' ;  

            else  

                dSpotprice = dSpotMeanWeekMatrix(iM onth,:); %[€/MWh]  

                 

                %dFluct = 20;  

                %dSpotprice = dFluct*dSpotMeanWeekMatrix(iMonth,:) -...  

                %(dFluct-1)*min(dSpotMeanWeekMatrix(iMonth,:)); %[€ /MWh]  
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                dElbasPrice = dElbasAvgMeanWeekMatr ix(iMonth,:); %[€/MWh]  

                 

                %dElbasPrice = dFluct*dElbasAvgMeanWeekMatrix(iMont h,:) -
...  

                %(dFluct-1)*min(dElbasAvgMeanWeekMatrix(iMonth,:));  
%[€/MWh]  

             

                sSortOfDay = 'week' ;  

            end  

        end  

         

        % Modul data:  

        iModuleData = 0.135; % [k/m2]  

        iArea      = 200;   % [m2]  

         

        % Solar data:  

        TPlarData = iModuleData*iArea*1e-6*TPlMeanM atrix(iMonth,:); %[MWh] 

         

        % Regular Price Data  

        dRegularPrice = RegularPriceData(iMonth);  

         

end  

 

RTP.m 

% 

% dPrice = RTP(dSpotprice)  

%  

% Calculates a new price as a vector for the custom ers from the spotprice   

% according to a Real Time Pricing principle. The s ales margin has been set  

% to 30 %.  

% 

  

  

function  dPrice = RTP(dSpotprice)  

     

    iSalesMargin = 60;  

    dPrice = dSpotprice*(1 + 0.01*iSalesMargin); %[€/MWh]  
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end  

 

ToU.m 

% 

% dPrice = ToU(dSpotprice)  

%  

% Calculates a new price as a vector for the custom ers from the spotprice   

% acording to the Time of Use principle. There will  be three price levels  

% one during night, one during peak-load hours and one during midday.  

% 

  

function  dPrice = ToU(dSpotprice)  

    dPrice = zeros(1,26);  

     

    % The different Price levels:  

    dLevelLow  = mean(dSpotprice); %[€/MWh]  

    dLevelMid  = mean(dSpotprice)*1.5; %[€/MWh]  

    dLevelHigh = max(dSpotprice)*2; %[€/MWh]  

     

    % Level where price will change:  

    iPercent = 0.80;  

     

    % Definitions of break points  

    dBreakPointLow  = min(dSpotprice(8:18))*0.98;  

    dBreakPointHigh = iPercent*(max(dSpotprice)-min (dSpotprice)) ...  

                        + min(dSpotprice);  

     

     

    if (dSpotprice(1) < dBreakPointLow)  

        dPrice(1) = dLevelLow;  

    elseif (dSpotprice(1) > dBreakPointHigh)  

        dPrice(1) = dLevelHigh;  

    else   

        dPrice(1) = dLevelMid;   

    end  
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    % If-statements to deal with the rest of the hours  

    for  i=2:24  

        if (dSpotprice(i) < dBreakPointLow)  

            dPrice(i) = dLevelLow;  

        elseif (dSpotprice(i) > dBreakPointHigh || ...  

                dSpotprice(i-1) > dBreakPointHigh)  

             

            dPrice(i-1:i) = dLevelHigh;  

        else   

            dPrice(i) = dLevelMid;   

        end  

    end  

     

    dPrice(25:26) = dPrice(1:2);  

end  

 

Tolerance.m 

%  

% [dTol iCount] = Tolerance(dPrice)  

% 

% Calculates the price level (dTol) where customers  start to move some of  

% their load and how many hours (iCount) that excee ds the price level.  

% Input is the price that customers will pay.  

% 

function  [dTol iCount] = Tolerance(dPrice)  

  

    dTol = (max(dPrice) - min(dPrice))*0.7 + min(dP rice);  

  

    iCount = 0;  

  

    for  i = 1:24  

        if (dPrice(i) > dTol)  

            iCount = iCount+1;  

        end  

    end  
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end  

 

MoveLoad.m 

% 

% dNewCons = MoveLoad(iCount, dConsData, dPrice, dT ol)  

% 

% Move load from peak hours and calculates a new co nsumption pattern stored  

% as dNewCons. The input parameters are; number of load-shifts (iCount),  

% old consumption (dConsdata), the price presented to customers (dPrice) 
and  

% the tolerance level above which customers will mo ve load from when it is  

% reached.  

%  

  

function  dNewCons = MoveLoad(iCount, dConsData, dPrice, dTo l)  

     

    dDRLoadEasy = 0.043; %[MWh] 

    dDRLoadHard = 0.043; %[MWh] 

     

    dLoadEasy   = dDRLoadEasy/iCount;  

    dLoadHard   = dDRLoadHard/iCount;  

     

    % Pre-def. of variable-size and value:  

    dNewCons = dConsData; %[MWh] 

     

    % Sort the prices presented to the customers  

    [TPrtedPrice, iMinToMaxPrice] = sort(dPrice(1:2 4));  

    iMinIndex = 1;  

  

    for  i = 1:24  

  

        % If the price is above the tolerance the demand (a nd consumption)  

        % will change  

        if (dPrice(i) > dTol)  

             

            % New consuption pattern:  

            dNewCons(i) = dNewCons(i) - dLoadEasy -  dLoadHard;  
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            % Add the easy load to the cheapest hour if not alr eady  

            % used:  

            dNewCons(iMinToMaxPrice(iMinIndex)) = ...  

                dNewCons(iMinToMaxPrice(iMinIndex))  + dLoadEasy;  

  

  

            % Change the index so that all energy dont get move d to the  

            % same hour:  

            iMinIndex = iMinIndex + 1;  

             

            % Index of where to shift hard load  

            [TPrtHardLoad, iIndHard] = min(dPrice(i :i+2));  

             

            % subtract 1 from the index vector so that iIndHard  goes from 0  

            % to 2:  

            iIndHard = iIndHard - 1;  

  

            if  (iIndHard +i == 25)  

                dNewCons(1) = dNewCons(1) + dLoadHa rd;  

            elseif (iIndHard +i == 26)  

                dNewCons(2) = dNewCons(2) + dLoadHa rd;  

            else  

                dNewCons(iIndHard+i) = dNewCons(iIn dHard+i) + dLoadHard;  

            end  

             

        end  

  

    end  

    dNewCons = dNewCons(1:24);  

  

end  

 

MovePEVLoad.m 

% 

% dNewPEVCons = MovePEVLoad(dPEVData)  
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% 

% Change the Load pattern for the PEVs by adding mo re consumption spread  

% over night (between 10 pm and 7 am) and lowering the consumption during  

% evening when consumption peaks. Input is the cons umption data for the   

% PEVs and output their new consumption.  

% 

  

function  dNewPEVCons = MovePEVLoad(dPEVData)  

  

    % Pre-def. of variable-size and value:  

    dNewPEVCons = dPEVData;  %[MWh] 

  

    % Index vectors for the hours to add and subtract c onsumption to and  

    % from:  

    dAddConsIndex = [24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7];  

    dSubConsIndex = [16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23];  

  

    dMove = sum(dPEVData(dSubConsIndex))*0.50;  

     

    % Calculation of the amount to subtract and add for  each hour:  

    dMoveAdd = dMove/length(dAddConsIndex);  

    dMoveSub = dMove/length(dSubConsIndex);  

  

    % Add of consumption  

    for  i  = 1:length(dAddConsIndex)  

        dNewPEVCons(dAddConsIndex(i)) = ...  

            dNewPEVCons(dAddConsIndex(i)) + dMoveAd d;  

    end  

  

    % Sub of consumption  

    for  k = 1:length(dSubConsIndex)  

        dNewPEVCons(dSubConsIndex(k)) = ...  

            dNewPEVCons(dSubConsIndex(k)) - dMoveSu b;  

    end  

     

end  
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ProfitGridLoad.m 

% 

% [dGridCons dBatteryLevel dEnergy] = ...  

% ProfitGridLoad(dNewCons, dConsData, dSpotprice, d ElbasPrice, TPlarData)  

%  

% ProfitGridLoad is one of two alternatives (the ot her named 
SmoothGridLoad)  

% of how to change the consumption pattern for the TP from the local grid  

% with help of the batteries. It aims to make as mu ch profit as possible  

% for the TP and hence loads the batteries if the s potprice is low and  

% uncharged them if the price on Elbas is high (acc ording to profit from  

% The Trading Case).  

% 

  

function  [dGridCons dBatteryLevel dEnergy] = ...  

    ProfitGridLoad(dNewCons, dConsData, dSpotprice,  dElbasPrice, TPlarData)  

  

    dLoadBattery      = 0.026; %[MWh/h]  

    dBatteryValue     = 0;  

    dBatteryLevel     = zeros(1,24);  

     

    % Max. amount of energy and power that can be store d in the batteries:  

    dBatterySize      = 0.108;  %[MWh] 

    dBatteryMove      = zeros(1,24);  

      

    % Defines Grid consumption as new consumption  

    dGridCons = dNewCons;  

  

    % Sort the Elbasprice-array with time indices to kn ow when to charge 
and  

    % discharge the battery:  

     

    %Sorts the Elbas hours during the day. Cheapest fir st.  

    [dTemp iMostExpensiveHours] = sort(dElbasPrice) ;  

    %Cheapest last  

    iMostExpensiveHours = fliplr(iMostExpensiveHour s);  

    %Sorts the Elspot hours during the night. Cheapest first.  

    [dTemp iCheapestHours] = sort(dSpotprice(1:6));   
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   % New consumption depending on the solar production :  

    for  i = 1:24  

        dGridCons(i) = dGridCons(i) - TPlarData(i);  

    end  

     

    % Loop to distribut the battery energy on the most expensive hours  

    % during the day. Assuming that every morning start s with a full 
battery.  

    dLeftToDist = dBatterySize;  

    for  i = 1:6  

        if  (dLeftToDist > dLoadBattery)  

            dBatteryMove(iMostExpensiveHours(i)) = dLoadBattery;  

            dLeftToDist = dLeftToDist - dLoadBatter y;  

        else  

            dBatteryMove(iMostExpensiveHours(i)) = dLeftToDist;  

            dLeftToDist = 0;  

        end  

    end  

  

    for  i = 1:24  

   

        % Check if the hour i is a cheap or expensive hour,  is member  

        % returns either 1 or 0.  

        iCheapHour     = ismember(i, iCheapestHours );  

         

        % Calculation of the battery level and the price (S EK/kWh) the  

        % energy in the battery costs.  

        if  (i == 1)  

            % Starts with an empty battery  

            [dBatteryLevel(i) dBatteryValue dGridCo ns(i)] = ...  

                Battery(TPlarData(i), dSpotprice(i) , 0, iCheapHour, ...  

                     dBatteryValue, dGridCons(i), d BatterySize);  

        else  

            [dBatteryLevel(i) dBatteryValue dGridCo ns(i)] = ...  

                Battery(TPlarData(i), dSpotprice(i) , dBatteryLevel(i-1), ...  

                     iCheapHour, dBatteryValue, dGr idCons(i), 
dBatterySize);  

        end  
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        % Subtract the energy in the battery reserved for t his hour. If i  

        % not a profitable hour dBatteryMove(i) will be zer o.   

        dBatteryLevel(i) = dBatteryLevel(i) - dBatt eryMove(i); %[MWh] 

        dGridCons(i) = dGridCons(i) - dBatteryMove( i); %[MWh] 

  

    end  

     

    % dEnergy is a vector for all the bought and sold e nergy on Elbas  

    % according to the Trading Case.  

    dEnergy = [dGridCons - dConsData];  

       

end  

 

SmoothGridLoad.m 

% 

% SmoothGridLoad is one of two alternatives (the ot her named 
ProfitGridLoad)  

% of how to change the consumption pattern for the TP from the local grid  

% with help of the batteries. It aims to make the g rid as smooth as  

% possible and hence loads the batteries if the con sumption is below mean  

% and uncharged them if the opposite occurs.  

% 

  

function  [dGridCons dBatteryLevel dEnergy] = ...  

            SmoothGridLoad(dNewCons, dConsData, TPl arData)  

  

    dLoadBattery      = 0.026; %[MWh/h]  

    dBatteryLevel     = zeros(1,24);    

     

    % Max. amount of energy that can be stored in the b atteries:  

    dBatterySize      = 0.108;  %[MWh]  (Total)  

    dMaxLoad          = 0.030;  %[MWh]  (During one hour)  

     

    % Defins the Grid consumption as New consumption  

    dGridCons = dNewCons;  
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    % New consumption depends on the solar production:  

    dGridCons = dGridCons - TPlarData;  

  

    % Level to adjust the consumption against, if it is  below the batteries  

    % are charged and if above they are discharged.  

    dMeanGridCons = mean(dGridCons(7:24)*0.95);   

     

    for  i = 1:24  

        dDiff = dGridCons(i) - dMeanGridCons;  

        if  dDiff > 0  % dGridCons above -> discharging batteries  

            if  (dDiff > dLoadBattery) % Discharge as much as possible  

                if  (dBatteryLevel(i) > dLoadBattery)  

                    dGridCons(i) = dGridCons(i) - d LoadBattery;  

                    dBatteryLevel(i+1) = dBatteryLe vel(i) - dLoadBattery;  

                else  

                    dGridCons(i) = dGridCons(i) - d BatteryLevel(i);  

                    dBatteryLevel(i) = 0;  

                end  

            else   % Discharge as much that is needed to reach dMeanGr idCons  

                if  (dBatteryLevel(i) > dDiff)  

                   dGridCons(i) = dGridCons(i) - dD iff;  

                   dBatteryLevel(i+1) = dBatteryLev el(i) - dDiff;  

                else  

                   dGridCons(i) = dGridCons(i) - dB atteryLevel(i);  

                   dBatteryLevel(i+1) = 0;  

                end  

            end  

        else  % dGridCons below -> charging batteries (Note: dDif f < 0)  

            if  (-1*dDiff > dMaxLoad) % Charge as much as possible  

                if  (dBatterySize - dBatteryLevel(i) > dMaxLoad)  

                    dGridCons(i) = dGridCons(i) + d MaxLoad;  

                    dBatteryLevel(i+1) = dBatteryLe vel(i) + dMaxLoad;  

                else  

                    dGridCons(i) = ...  

                        dGridCons(i) + (dBatterySiz e - dBatteryLevel(i));  

                    dBatteryLevel(i+1) = dBatterySi ze;  

                end  
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            else   % Charge as much that is needed to reach dMeanGridC ons  

                if  (dBatterySize - dBatteryLevel(i) > -1*dDiff)  

                   dGridCons(i) = dGridCons(i) - dD iff;  

                   dBatteryLevel(i+1) = dBatteryLev el(i) - dDiff;  

                else  

                   dGridCons(i) = ...  

                       dGridCons(i) + (dBatterySize  - dBatteryLevel(i));  

                   dBatteryLevel(i+1) = dBatterySiz e;  

                end  

            end  

        end  

         

    end  

     

    dBatteryLevel = dBatteryLevel(2:25);  

     

    % dEnergy is a vector for all the bought and sold e nergy on Elbas  

    % according to the Trading Case.  

    dEnergy = dGridCons - dConsData;  

     

end  

 

Result.m 

% 

% [dSystemProfit dProfitElspot dProfitElbas dTradin gProfit ...  

%       dDifference dNoLMCost dGoodLMCost dCostDiff  dRegularCost 
dCostArr...  

%       dDiffArr TPlarMatrix dBatteryMatrix dPEVTra dingProfit] = ...  

%     Result(dConsData, dNewCons, dPEVData, dNewPEV Cons, dRegularPrice, ...  

%       dPrice, dSpotprice, dElbasPrice, dEnergy, T PlarData, ...  

%       dBatteryLevel, sGridCons, sSortOfDay, sMode l, iMonth)  

%  

% Calculates all the results with variables needed for MakePlot as output.  

% Some results more suited as just an outline are p rinted out in the  

% function and hence not output parameters.  

% 
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function  [dSystemProfit dProfitElspot dProfitElbas dTrading Profit ...  

        dDifference dNoLMCost dGoodLMCost dCostDiff  dRegularCost 
dCostArr ...   

        dDiffArr TPlarMatrix dBatteryMatrix dPEVTra dingProfit] = ...  

    Result(dConsData, dNewCons, dPEVData, dNewPEVCo ns, dRegularPrice, ...  

        dPrice, dSpotprice, dElbasPrice, dEnergy, T PlarData, ...  

        dBatteryLevel, sGridCons, sSortOfDay, sMode l, iMonth)  

  

  

    % Profit according to the Trading Case:  

     

    % dEnergy is a vector consisting of bought energy a s positive  

    % elements and sold energy as negative elements on Elbas.  

    % dProfitElbas will therefore be the scalar product  between dEnergy  

    % and dElbasPrice with a shifted sign.  

    dProfitElbas = -1*dEnergy*dElbasPrice'; % [€/day]  

    dProfitElspot = dNewCons*dPrice' - dConsData*dS potprice'; % [€/day]  

    dProfitCase1 = dNewCons*dPrice' - ...  

                  (dEnergy + dConsData)*dSpotprice' ; % [€/day]  

    dTradingProfit = dProfitElbas + dProfitElspot; % [€/day]  

  

    %Costs for the customers with taxes included:  

    dDifference = dNewCons - dConsData; %[MWh] 

     

    dTaxes = 28; % [Öre/kWh]~=[€/MWh]  

    dVAT = 1.25; % 25% Add-on  

  

    dNoLMCost   = ((dConsData*dPrice') + (sum(dCons Data)*dTaxes))*dVAT; 
%[€]  

    dGoodLMCost = ((dNewCons*dPrice') + (sum(dNewCo ns)*dTaxes))*dVAT; %[€]  

    dCostDiff   = dNoLMCost - dGoodLMCost; %[€]  

  

    %The price customers would pay if they lived two bl ocks away:  

    dRegularCost = ...  

        ((sum(dConsData)*dRegularPrice) + (sum(dCon sData)*dTaxes))*dVAT; 
%[€]   

  

    %Makes an array for monthly cost [€] in three diffe rent cases and the  

    %difference if no load management is used:  
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    dCostArr = 30/80*[dNoLMCost dGoodLMCost dRegula rCost];  

    dDiffArr = 30/80*[dGoodLMCost-dRegularCost dNoL MCost-dRegularCost];  

  

    % Income, cost and profit for the photovoltaics  

    TPlarIncome = TPlarData*dPrice'; % [€/day]  

    TPlarCostRed = TPlarData*dSpotprice'; % [€/day]  

    TPlarCostRedC = TPlarData*dPrice'; % [€/day]  

    TPlarProfit = TPlarCostRed; % [€/day]  

     

    TPlarInvest = 1.5e5; % [€] (10 SEK ~= 1 €)  

    TPlarPayback = TPlarInvest/(365*TPlarIncome); % Years  

     

    % Years if customers rent or own the photovoltaics and therfore can  

    % lower thire costs:  

    TPlarPaybackC = ...  

        TPlarInvest/(365*TPlarCostRedC);   

     

    TPlarMatrix = ...  

        [TPlarIncome; TPlarCostRed; TPlarProfit; TP larPayback];  

  

    % Income, cost and profit for the battery  

    dBatteryIncome = 0;  

    dBatteryCost = 0;  

    for  i = 2:24 % Always starts with an empty battery so i=1 is 
unnecessary  

        if  dBatteryLevel(i-1) > dBatteryLevel(i)  

            dBatteryIncome = dBatteryIncome + dElba sPrice(i)* ...  

                (dBatteryLevel(i-1) - dBatteryLevel (i));  %[€/day]  

        else  

            dBatteryCost = dBatteryCost - dSpotpric e(i)* ...  

                (dBatteryLevel(i-1) - dBatteryLevel (i)); %[€/day]  

        end  

    end  

  

    % Calculates the value of the remaining energy in t he batteries.  

    dBatteryValue = dBatteryLevel(24)*dSpotprice(24 ); % [€]   

    % To remove rounding errors  

    if  abs(dBatteryValue) < 1e-5  
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        dBatteryValue = 0;  

    end  

     

    dBatteryCost = dBatteryCost - dBatteryValue; %[€/day]  

     

    dBatteryProfit = dBatteryIncome - dBatteryCost;  %[€/day]  

     

    dBatteryInvest = 1e5; % [€] (10 SEK ~= 1 €)  

    dBatteryPayback = dBatteryInvest/(365*dBatteryP rofit); % Years  

    dBatteryMatrix = [dBatteryIncome dBatteryCost ...  

                      dBatteryProfit dBatteryPaybac k];  

  

    % Profit for TP from moving the PEV load  

    dPEVProfitElbas = (dPEVData - dNewPEVCons)*dElb asPrice'; % [€/day]  

    dPEVProfitElspot = dNewPEVCons*dPrice'-dPEVData *dSpotprice'; % [€/day]  

    dPEVTradingProfit = dPEVProfitElbas + dPEVProfi tElspot; % [€/day]  

     

    % Cost reduction for customers able to move their P EV load are  

    % calculated as below but can be reduced since the sum of the new and  

    % old consumption is equal.  

     

    % dPEVCostRedC = (dPEVData*dPrice'*365 + sum(dPEVDa ta)*28*365)*dVAT/40 
-  

    %           (dNewPEVCons*dPrice'*365 + sum(dNewPEVC ons)*28*365)*dVAT/40  

     

    % [€/year and customer] (10 SEK ~= 1 €)  

    dPEVCostRedC = ...  

        (dPEVData*dPrice' - dNewPEVCons*dPrice')*dV AT*365/40;  

    dOldPEVCost = dPEVData*dPrice'*dVAT*365/40;  

    dNewPEVCost = dNewPEVCons*dPrice'*dVAT*365/40;  

     

    % Investments and payback times for PEVs  

    dPEVInvest = 4e4; % [€] (10 SEK ~= 1 €)  

    dPEVPayback = dPEVInvest/(365*dPEVTradingProfit ); %[years]  

      

    % Additional investments for the Active House  

    dAdditionalInvest = 4.5e5; % [€] (10 SEK ~= 1 €)  
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    % Profit, investments and payback time for the Acti ve house  

    % (the sum of dBatteryProfit, TPlarProfit, dEVProfi t and  

    % Customer Move Profit are dTradingProfit)  

    dSystemProfit = dTradingProfit;    

     

    % [€] (10 SEK ~= 1 €)  

    dSystemInvest = ...  

        (TPlarInvest + dBatteryInvest + dPEVInvest + dAdditionalInvest);  

     

    dSystemPayback = dSystemInvest/(365*dSystemProf it); % [years]  

     

    disp( ' ' )  

    disp( ' ' )  

    disp( ' ' )  

    disp([ 'Results with '  sGridCons ' scenario for a '  sSortOfDay])  

    disp([ 'day in month number '  num2str(iMonth) ' using '  sModel ':' ])  

    disp( ' ' )  

    disp( 'Payback time if the TP owns the PVs: ' )  

    disp([num2str(round(TPlarPayback)) ' years' ])  

    disp( ' ' )  

    disp( 'Payback time if customers owns the PVs: ' )  

    disp([num2str(round(TPlarPaybackC)) ' years' ])  

    disp( ' ' )  

    disp( 'Payback time for the batteries: ' )  

    disp([num2str(round(dBatteryPayback)) ' years' ])  

    disp( ' ' )  

    disp( 'Payback time for the investments regarding the PEV s: ' )  

    disp([num2str(round(dPEVPayback)) ' years' ])  

    disp( ' ' )  

    disp( 'Payback time for the Active House: ' )  

    disp([num2str(round(dSystemPayback)) ' years' ])  

    disp( ' ' )  

    disp( 'Cost reduction for customers able to move their PE V load: ' )  

    disp([num2str(round(dPEVCostRedC)) ' €/year and customer' ])  

    disp( ' ' )  

    disp( 'Profit (Case2): ' )  

    disp([num2str(round(dTradingProfit)) ' €/day' ])  

    disp( ' ' )  
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    disp( 'Profit (Case1): ' )  

    disp([num2str(round(dProfitCase1)) ' €/day' ])  

    disp( ' ' )  

    disp( 'Cost for Customer (Unutilized LM): ' )  

    disp([num2str(round(dCostArr(1))) ' €/Month' ])  

    disp( ' ' )  

    disp( 'Cost for Customer (Utilized LM): ' )  

    disp([num2str(round(dCostArr(2))) ' €/Month' ])  

    disp( ' ' )  

    disp( 'Value of energy remaining in the batteries: ' )  

    disp([num2str(dBatteryValue) ' €' ])  

    disp( ' ' )  

end 

 

 MakePlot.m 

% 

% MakePlot(sModel, iMonth, sSortOfDay, dConsData, d NewCons,...  

%      dPrice, dSpotprice, dElbasPrice, TPlarData, dBatteryLevel,...     

%      dProfitElspot, dProfitElbas, dTradingProfit,  dCostArr, ...  

%      dGridCons, sGridCons, TPlarMatrix,dBatteryMa trix, dPEVTradingProfit)  

% 

% Makes 7 figures over some of the parameters calcu lated in Result.   

% MakePlot has no output parameters since all plots  are made in the 
function.  

% 

  

function  MakePlot(sModel, iMonth, sSortOfDay, dConsData, dN ewCons, ...  

       dPrice, dSpotprice, dElbasPrice, TPlarData, dBatteryLevel, ...      

       dProfitElspot, dProfitElbas, dTradingProfit,  dCostArr, ...  

       dGridCons, sGridCons, TPlarMatrix,dBatteryMa trix, dPEVTradingProfit)  

         

  

    iHour = 1:24;  

     

    %% Figure 1  

    figure  

    plot(iHour, 1000*dConsData, 'r' , 'Marker' , 's' , 'LineWidth' , 2);  
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    axis([1 24 0 max([dConsData dNewCons])*1100])  

     

    hold on 

     

    [ax,H1,H2] = plotyy(iHour, 1000*dNewCons, iHour , dPrice);  

    set(H1, 'LineStyle' , '--' , 'Marker' , 'd' , 'LineWidth' , 2)  

    set(H2, 'LineStyle' , ':' , 'LineWidth' , 2)  

     

    legend( 'Customer Price' , 'Old Consumption' , 'New Consumption' , ...  

            'Location' , 'SouthEast' )  

    title([ '\fontsize{12}'  'Consumption and Price Using '  sModel ...  

            ' for a '  sSortOfDay 'day in Month # '  num2str(iMonth)])  

         

    xlabel( 'Hour' )  

    ylabel(ax(1), 'Energy [kWh]' )  

    ylabel(ax(2), 'Price [€/MWh]' )  

  

    saveas(gcf, [ 'Fig1'  sModel sSortOfDay sGridCons num2str(iMonth)], 
'bmp' )  

     

    %% Figure 2  

    figure  

    bar([dProfitElbas 0 0], 'FaceColor' , 'g' )  

    hold on 

    bar([0 dProfitElspot 0], 'FaceColor' , 'r' )  

    bar([0 0 dTradingProfit], 'FaceColor' , 'b' )  

    

    legend( '1) Profit from Elbas' , '2) Profit from customer' , ...  

           '3) Total Profit (Trading)' , 'Location' , 'NorthWest' );  

    title([ '\fontsize{12}'  'Profit per Day According to the Trading Case' ])  

     

    ylabel( 'Profit [€]' )  

     

    axis([0 4 0 max([dProfitElbas dProfitElspot dTr adingProfit])*1.1])  

     

    saveas(gcf, [ 'Fig2'  sModel sSortOfDay sGridCons num2str(iMonth)], 
'bmp' )  
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    %% Figure 3  

    figure   

    bar([dCostArr(1) 0 0], 'FaceColor' , 'r' )  

    hold on 

    bar([1 2 3], [0 dCostArr(2) 0], 'FaceColor' , 'g' )  

    bar([1 2 3], [0 0 dCostArr(3)], 'FaceColor' , 'b' )  

    

    legend( '1) Cost if Unutilized LM' , '2) Cost with Good Utilized LM' , ...  

           '3) Cost with Todays Pricing' )  

    title([ '\fontsize{12}' , 'Cost for One Customer per Month' ])  

    

    ylabel( 'Cost [€]' )  

     

    axis([0 4 0 max(dCostArr)*1.1])  

     

    saveas(gcf, [ 'Fig3'  sModel sSortOfDay sGridCons num2str(iMonth)], 
'bmp' )  

     

    %% Figure 4  

    figure  

    bar([dBatteryMatrix(1) 0 0], 'FaceColor' , 'g' )  

    hold on 

    bar([0 dBatteryMatrix(2) 0], 'FaceColor' , 'r' )  

    bar([0 0 dBatteryMatrix(3)], 'FaceColor' , 'b' )  

     

    legend( '1) Battery Income' , '2) Battery Cost' , '3) Battery Profit' )  

    title([ '\fontsize{12}'  'Income, Cost and Profit from Batteries' ])  

     

    ylabel( '€/Day' )  

     

    saveas(gcf, [ 'Fig4'  sModel sSortOfDay sGridCons num2str(iMonth)], 
'bmp' )  

     

    %% Figure 5  

    figure   

    plot(iHour, 1000*dGridCons, 'Marker' , 's' , 'LineWidth' , 2)  

    hold on 
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    plot(iHour, 1000*dNewCons, 'r' , 'LineStyle' , '--' , ...  

            'Marker' , 'o' , 'LineWidth' , 2)  

    plot(iHour, 1000*dConsData, 'g' , 'LineStyle' , '-.' , ...  

            'Marker' , 'd' , 'LineWidth' , 2)  

    plot(iHour, -1000*TPlarData, 'y' , 'LineWidth' , 2, 'LineStyle' , '-.' )  

    plot(iHour, 1000*[dBatteryLevel(1) diff(dBatter yLevel)], 'c' , ...  

            'LineWidth' , 2, 'LineStyle' , '--' )  

    plot(iHour, zeros(1,24), 'black' )  

     

    legend( 'Local Grid Cons.' , 'New Customer Cons.' , ...  

        'Old Customer Cons.' , 'Solar Production' , 'Battery Cons.' , ...  

        'Location' , 'NorthEast' )  

            

    title([ '\fontsize{12}'  'Cons. and Prod. Using Batteries for ' ...  

          sGridCons ' for a '  sSortOfDay 'day in Month # '  
num2str(iMonth)])  

    

    ylabel( 'Energy [kWh]' )  

     

    axis([1 24 -35 120])  

     

    saveas(gcf, [ 'Fig5'  sModel sSortOfDay sGridCons num2str(iMonth)], 
'bmp' )  

     

    %% Figure 6  

    figure  

    plot(iHour, dSpotprice, 'Marker' , 's' , 'LineWidth' , 2)  

    hold on 

    plot(iHour, dPrice, 'r' , 'LineStyle' , '--' , ...  

            'Marker' , 'o' , 'LineWidth' , 2)  

    plot(iHour, dElbasPrice, 'g' , 'LineStyle' , '-.' , ...  

            'Marker' , 'd' , 'LineWidth' , 2)  

    

    legend( 'Spotprice' , 'Price for Customers' , 'Elbas Price' , ...  

            'Location' , 'SouthEast' )  

    title([ '\fontsize{12}'  'Price Using '  sModel ' for a ' ...  

            sSortOfDay 'day in Month # '  num2str(iMonth)])  

         

    ylabel( 'Price [€/MWh]' )  
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    xlabel( 'Time' )  

     

    axis([1 24 min([dSpotprice dElbasPrice])-10 ...  

               max([dPrice dElbasPrice])*1.1])  

     

    saveas(gcf, [ 'Fig6'  sModel sSortOfDay sGridCons num2str(iMonth)], 
'bmp' )  

     

    %% Figure 7  

    figure  

    bar([dBatteryMatrix(3) 0 0 0 0], 'FaceColor' , 'b' )  

    hold on 

    bar([0 TPlarMatrix(3) 0 0 0], 'FaceColor' , 'y' )  

    bar([0 0 dPEVTradingProfit 0 0], 'FaceColor' , 'c' )  

    bar([0 0 0 dTradingProfit-dBatteryMatrix(3)-TPl arMatrix(3)- ...  

                                    dPEVTradingProf it 0], 'FaceColor' , 'r' )  

    bar([0 0 0 0 dTradingProfit ], 'FaceColor' , 'g' )  

    

    legend( '1) Battery Profit' , '2) PV Profit' , '3) PEV Profit' , ...  

           '4) Customer Move Profit' , '5) Total Profit (Trading)' , ...  

           'Location' , 'NorthWest' )  

    title([ '\fontsize{12}'  'Profits for the TP' ])  

     

    ylabel( '€/Day' )  

     

    saveas(gcf, [ 'Fig7'  sModel sSortOfDay sGridCons num2str(iMonth)], 
'bmp' )  

     

    %% Figure 8  

    figure  

    plot(0:24, 1000*[0 dBatteryLevel], 'LineStyle' , '-.' )  

     

    title([ '\fontsize{12}' , 'Energy Level in Battery' ])  

     

    xlabel( 'Hour' )  

    ylabel( 'Energy [kWh]' )  

     

    axis([0 24 0 120])  
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    saveas(gcf, [ 'Fig8'  sModel sSortOfDay sGridCons num2str(iMonth)], 
'bmp' )  

     

end  

 

 


